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Abstract
The Air Force Institute of Technology’s attitude dynamics simulator, SimSat, is
used for hardware-in-the-loop validation of new satellite control algorithms. To provide
the capability to test algorithms for control moment gyroscopes, SimSat needed a control
moment gyroscope array. The goal of this research was to design, construct, test, and
validate a control moment gyroscope array for SimSat. A secondary goal of this research
was to address known issues with SimSat’s existing reaction wheel and thruster control
systems. The control moment gyroscope array was required to interface with SimSat’s
existing structure, power supply, and electronics. The array was also required to meet
maneuver specifications and disturbance rejection specifications. First, the array was
designed with initial sizing estimates based on requirements and vehicle size. Next,
the vehicle and control dynamics were modeled to determine control moment gyroscope
requirements and provide a baseline for validation. Control moment gyroscopes were
then built, calibrated, and installed on the vehicle. SimSat’s existing control issues were
addressed during the installation of the control moment gyroscopes. The actuators were
then validated against the dynamics model. Testing shows minor deviation from the
expected behavior as a result of small misalignments from the theoretical design. Once
validation was complete, the control moment gyroscope array was tested against the
performance specifications. The performance tests indicated that the control moment
gyroscope array is capable of meeting specifications.
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DESIGN OF ATTITUDE CONTROL ACTUATORS FOR A
SIMULATED SPACECRAFT
I. Introduction
1.1 Background
The proper design of the attitude control system (ACS) is one of the most critical
aspects of satellite (also referred to as spacecraft or vehicle throughout this document)
development. Attitude control is the process by which a spacecraft determines and ma-
nipulates its orientation relative to other objects or inertial space. The attitude control
requirements are determined by the spacecraft’s mission. As an example, a communi-
cations spacecraft must point its antennas toward Earth, its solar panels toward the
sun, and its thermal radiators away from the sun. The ACS is the spacecraft subsystem
responsible for maintaining and manipulating the spacecraft orientation.
While most early satellites utilized passive ACS designs such as spin stabilization,
modern satellites utilize an active ACS. An active ACS monitors the spacecraft’s orien-
tation, compares it to a desired orientation, and takes corrective action. The corrective
action is to either apply an external torque to the vehicle, most often using thrusters,
or apply an internal torque by momentum exchange with internal actuators. The ACS
must run continuously, as the satellite is always in the presence of disturbance torques
that constantly push the the satellite away from its desired orientation. Momentum ex-
change is the preferred method of control because it offers high fidelity control and does
not consume fuel. The two main types of momentum exchange actuators are reaction
wheels and control moment gyroscopes (CMGs).
A reaction wheel consists of a flywheel (also referred to as a rotor) and an electric
motor. The flywheel’s axis of rotation is fixed relative to the spacecraft body. Torque is
applied to the flywheel by the motor, altering its rotational speed, and thus its angular
momentum, which in turn changes the angular velocity of the spacecraft to maintain
the total angular momentum of the vehicle. Three or more reaction wheels, properly
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configured, allow for 3-axis control of the spacecraft. Reaction wheels are commonly
used on spacecraft as they provide more accurate control than thrusters and do not
require fuel.
CMGs, like reaction wheels, utilize the principal of momentum exchange as a means
to control the attitude of a spacecraft. A CMG consists of a flywheel mounted on one
or more gimbals to change the orientation of the flywheel’s spin axis relative to the
spacecraft body. The most common CMG designs consist of a flywheel that maintains a
constant rotational rate, storing a fixed amount of angular momentum. Torque is applied
to the gimbals to change the orientation of the flywheel’s angular momentum relative to
the spacecraft body. Like the reaction wheel, this change in angular momentum causes an
equal but opposite change in the angular momentum of the remainder of the spacecraft.
Multiple CMGs are arranged into a CMG array so that total angular momentum of the
array can be manipulated as needed by the satellite’s control system.
Reaction wheels and CMGs operate on similar principals, but have differing advan-
tages and disadvantages. Reaction wheels, being fixed relative to the body, have simple
dynamics. The change in angular momentum determined by the ACS control law is
broken into vector components aligned with each reaction wheel making them simple to
control. The torque a reaction wheel exerts on the vehicle is equal and opposite of the
torque applied by the reaction wheel motor on the flywheel. In order to generate large
torques, a large motor with an associated high power draw is required which is its major
limitation.
The major advantage of CMGs is their ability to provide torque multiplication.
The torque a CMG exerts on the vehicle is significantly larger that the torque input re-
quired to rotate the gimbal. Thus, for a given size, weight, and power, a CMG array will
produce more torque than a similarly sized reaction wheel array. CMGs are especially
useful for large spacecraft, such as the International Space Station, or highly maneuver-
able satellites like WorldView II.[4] The major drawback to CMGs is that most CMG
configurations exhibit complex dynamics and have internal singularities, where control
authority disappears before reaching saturation. The cost of addressing the complex dy-
2
namics has limited the application of CMGs to only those spacecraft with requirements
that cannot be met using reaction wheels.
Increases in on-board computer processing capabilities available on spacecraft, as
well as the desire to have more maneuverable satellites, have led to a renewed interest
in CMGs. Current research is focused on CMG steering algorithm development, how
to rotate the CMG gimbals to generated the desired control torques. The final, and
arguably most critical phases of algorithm development is verification and validation
through hardware-in-the-loop experiments. The expense and risk of just getting a satel-
lite into orbit precludes using untested algorithms on operational spacecraft, especially
with systems as critical as the ACS. Satellite simulators offer a way to develop and
validate algorithms in a laboratory environment for a fraction of the cost.[27, 26]
Figure 1.1: SimSat II Current Configuration
1.2 Problem Statement
The Air Force Institute of Technology’s (AFIT) second-generation satellite sim-
ulator SimSat II (hereafter referred to as SimSat), shown in Fig. 1.1, provides AFIT
with the ability to conduct conduct attitude control experiments without the risk and
cost of a spacecraft launch. As of 2010, SimSat had two sets of actuators, fan-thrusters
and reaction wheels.[34] In order to conduct research on CMG algorithms, an affordable
CMG array for SimSat was designed to meet the following performance specifications:
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1. The CMG array shall generate sufficient control authority for the following capa-
bilities:
(a) Positioning accuracy shall be ±0.01◦,
(b) A ±10◦ rest-to-rest maneuver about the X- and Y-axes shall be demonstrated
within 10 seconds,
(c) A ±30◦ rest-to-rest maneuver about the Z-axis shall be demonstrated within
10 seconds, and
(d) SimSat’s angular velocity shall not exceed 180◦/sec.
2. The CMG array torque shall be sufficient to overcome the worst case anticipated
disturbance torque, and
3. The CMG array must have sufficient angular momentum storage.
4. The CMG array must interface with SimSat such that
(a) Electrical power consumption shall not exceed 20A at 37V,
(b) The CMG array must fit within the vehicle, and
(c) The CMG array must interface with SimSat’s computer system.
Additionally, several improvements were made to the existing reaction wheel subsystem.
These improvements included:
1. Resolving actuator communication issues to eliminate timing instability,
2. Increase total angular momentum storage, and
3. Provide physical protection against electrical instability to prevent damage to on-
board electronics during large reaction wheel angular velocity changes.
Upgrading SimSat to meet these performance objectives will allow SimSat to sup-
port AFIT and Air Force Research Laboratory’s research into applying CMG arrays on
smaller, more responsive spacecraft.
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1.3 Research Objectives
The primary objectives of this research effort were to design and build a CMG
array for AFIT’s SimSat, integrate it with the existing ACS hardware, and validate
the performance of the ACS using the CMGs against the requirements in Section 1.2.
The secondary objectives were to improve the existing reaction wheel ACS subsystems
by addressing known issues with system timing, increasing angular momentum storage,
and providing protection against electrical current draw and feedback. The end goal of
this research is to provide AFIT with an operational satellite simulator equipped with
fan/thruster simulators, reaction wheels, and a 4-unit pyramidal CMG array that can
function in concert with one another to provide attitude control.
1.4 Methodology
The research methodology was designed to address the primary and secondary ob-
jectives in tandem whenever possible. Initial research focused on the dynamics, mechan-
ics, and behaviors of various CMG array configurations to determine the tradespace. The
CMG array tradespace was systematically narrowed down, ultimately resulting in the
selection of the 4-unit pyramidal CMG array. The CMG array high level requirements
were developed based on the performance specification in Section 1.2 and extrapolat-
ing vehicle growth. These high level requirements were used to scale the component
level requirements of the CMGs to select commercial components and design the CMG
rotor. The remaining CMG array components were designed around the pyramidal
configuration, rotor design, and commercial hardware selected using computer aided de-
sign (CAD). CAD was essential because the design requires complex three dimensional
geometry, multiple moving assemblies, sub-millimeter tolerances, and conflicting design
requirements. Once the CMG array design was frozen, SimSat was disassembled and the
existing hardware was relocated to facilitate the installation of the CMG array. During
the rebuild process, large diameter reaction wheels were installed to increase the avail-
able angular momentum and additional electronics were added to address the electrical
feedback issues.
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The installation of the CMGs required significant modification to SimSat’s existing
Simulink control program. Rather than extensively modify existing code, a new control
program was developed incorporating the best elements of the existing code, addressing
the actuator communications and timing issues, and adding the CMG steering laws and
actuator control code. The control hardware was then used to validate the functionality
of the reaction wheel and CMG hardware, followed by measurement and calibration
of SimSat, the reaction wheels, and the CMG array. Lastly, SimSat’s ACS was tested
against the performance specifications using the reaction wheels and the CMG array. The
CMG array was tested using the Moore-Penrose Pseudoinverse Steering Law (MPPSL)
and the Generalized Inverse Steering Law (GISL) to compare the behavior of the CMG
array with different steering solutions.
1.5 Assumptions
Assumptions are stated where they are made.
1.6 Preview
Chapter II consists of a literature review of topics related to this thesis. These
topics include spacecraft dynamics simulators, rigid body dynamics, spacecraft dynamics,
and momentum exchange theory. Spacecraft control is also covered in Chapter II. The
design, development, construction and testing of the CMG array is covered in Chapter III.
Chapter III also covers the modification and testing of the reaction wheel actuators and
SimSat’s Simulink control program. Chapter IV presents the results and analysis of
the verification and validation testing performed on the reaction wheels and CMG array.
Finally, Chapter V lays out the conclusions of this research and recommendations for
future work.
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II. Background
2.1 Satellite Simulators
Any spacecraft, regardless of size or capability, represents a significant investment
of time and capital. As such, testing and validation is, and will always be a critical
element in the design process. Because of the importance of testing and validation,
most spacecraft use proven, well known subsystems. If a new or unique capability is
going to be flown on a spacecraft, it must undergo rigorous testing. The ACS system
is no different; however, testing the ACS presents several unique challenges. Computer
simulations offer an excellent starting point; however, computer simulations can only
model the known behaviors and estimate the known uncertainties, such as disturbance
torques. Even the best simulations cannot account for all uncertainties; there will always
be unknown uncertainties that impact real systems.
Hardware-in-the-loop experiments offer a way to partially address the problem of
unknown uncertainties by testing on physical hardware, with all of the uncertainties
that hardware brings. Hardware experiments must also match the relevant aspects of
the environment being simulated. There are several aspects to the space environment
that can be matched on Earth, such as vacuum, temperature ranges, micro-gravity, and
micro-torque, although it is difficult to impossible to match all of them at the same time.
For attitude control testing, matching the micro-torque environment is the most crucial
of these environmental conditions, because the ACS controls the spacecraft’s attitude
by applying small torques to the vehicle. The impacts of gravity and friction with any
supporting structures produce torques that far exceed the capabilities of most satellite
attitude control actuators. These forces must be addressed for accurate testing.[14, 31]
2.1.1 Micro-Gravity Experiments. One way to create a micro-torque environ-
ment is to also create a micro-gravity environment without going to space, of which
there are three main methods currently employed. The first, and most common is to use
neutral buoyancy, and is often used by NASA and others for astronaut training. Neutral
buoyancy does not lend itself well to attitude control testing, for several reasons. The
most important reason is that any fluid dense enough to provide neutral buoyancy to a
spacecraft will inherently be too viscous to provide a low torque environment. The re-
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sultant drag torques would greatly bias any experiment, and therefore neutral buoyancy
is clearly not viable for ACS testing and validation.
The second method of creating a micro-gravity environment without going to space
is to conduct drop tower experiments. A drop tower, as its name implies, is an enclosed
tower in which experiments are dropped into a net below. During the free fall, the
experiment has a few seconds of micro-gravity before it is caught in a net at the bottom.
During the micro-gravity phase, the only torques acting on the experiment is air drag,
which can be eliminated if the drop tower is partially evacuated. Unfortunately, even
the largest drop tower can only provide seconds of micro-gravity, for example NASA
Glenn’s Zero Gravity Facility can provide only 5.18 seconds of drop time. Worse, at the
conclusion of the test hardware must survive rapid deceleration, at NASA Glenn’s Zero
Gravity Facility the peak acceleration is 65 g. These time constraints and durability
requirements limit the applicably of drop towers in the testing of ACS.[22]
The third method of creating micro-gravity environments is by flying an aircraft on
zero-g trajectories. NASA’s Reduced Gravity Research Program, nicknamed the Vomit
Comet, is one example of this type of flight testing. The aircraft flies in alternating
parabolic trajectories from 24,000 ft to 34,000 ft in altitude. At the peak of each ma-
neuver, there is a 25 second period of micro-gravity, where the aircraft and everything
on-board are in free fall. Unlike a drop tower, the microgravity acts on the air inside
the cabin, reducing the effect of air drag on most experiments. After the micro-gravity
maneuver, the aircraft experiences approximately 2 g as it pulls out of the dive and back
to a climb. Micro-gravity flight testing does address many of the issues associated with
the drop tower tests, but the high recurring cost of aircraft operations and the limited
duration of tests limit its applicability to ACS testing.[23]
Another option for ACS testing is to accept the effects of gravity and try instead
to minimize the net torques and forces acting on the test apparatus. Bearings are me-
chanical devices that allow motion between two surfaces while minimizing the friction
between them. Air-bearings are a specific type of bearing, where the two bearing surfaces
are separated by a thin layer of compressed air supplied by one of the bearing surfaces.
Because air is a low viscosity fluid, there is nearly zero friction between the two surfaces.
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Air-bearings require continuous flow of pressurized air, however several thousand kilo-
grams can be supported with as little as 6 atm of pressure a few liters per minute. The
capabilities of air-bearings have made them the preferred testing platform for ground
based development ACS related hardware.[31]
2.1.2 Planar Air-Bearing. A planar air-bearing consists of a large, flat, smooth
plane on which the test apparatus can glide across. Planar air-bearings provide two
translational, and one rotational degrees of freedom. An air hockey table is a very
simplified example of this, where the puck can move in the horizontal plane, and rotate
freely about its vertical axis. Most laboratory planar air-bearings mount air supplies
on the test equipment, rather than the bearing surface, but the principal is the same.
Planar air-bearings are often used for testing deployment mechanism, robotic actuators,
and proximity flight operations. Because planar air-bearings only allow one rotational
degree of freedom, they are are not typically used for attitude control experiments in
which the behavior of all three rotational axis is a concern. With these limitations in
mind, planar air-bearings were not examined in detail.
2.1.3 Spherical Air-Bearings. A spherical air-bearing consists of a high preci-
sion ball and socket joint with the same radius of curvature. The ball and socket are
separated by a thin layer of air, minimizing the torque exerted on the sphere. This
design provides the spherical air-bearing with three rotational degrees of freedom, and
fixes all translational motion. While the spherical air-bearing provides three degrees
of freedom, the physical geometry of the socket and pedestal restrict rotation about at
least one degree of freedom, as indicated in Fig. 2.1. While there are a wide variety of
satellite simulators that use spherical air-bearings, they all fall into three basic designs:
dumbbell, tabletop, and umbrella.[31]
The dumbbell design, seen in Fig. 2.2, has the sphere mounted in the center, and
each half of the satellite at either end. The dumbbell’s unique advantage is that it provide
unrestricted movement about two axes, while keeping the center of mass at the center
of rotation. If the center of mass and center of rotation are not aligned, then gravity
will exert an undesired torque on the vehicle, as shown in Fig. 2.3. AFIT’s first satellite
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Figure 2.1: Spherical Air-Bearing Constraints
simulator, SimSat I, used this configuration and provided several years of solid research,
summarized in Section 2.2. The key disadvantage to the dumbbell design is that the
vehicle’s geometry inherently results in a large moment of inertia about two axes, which
is further discussed in Section 2.3.2.
Figure 2.2: Dumbbell Satellite Simulator
The tabletop design, seen in Fig. 2.4, mounts the satellite simulator on the the top
half of the air-bearing sphere, and possibly around the outside edge of the lower half of
the table top. The inner area on the lower side of the vehicle is kept clear to prevent
contact with the pedestal. Like the dumbbell, the tabletop design allows for the center
of mass to be placed coincident with the center of rotation, however the tabletop design
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Figure 2.3: Center of Mass - Center of Rotation Misalignment
only has one unrestricted movement axis. AFIT’s second generation satellite simulator,
SimSat II, is a tabletop style design. While the tabletop design’s movement is restricted
about two axes, the compact size and small moment of inertia make the design well
suited to testing ACS for more maneuverable satellites.
Figure 2.4: Tabletop Satellite Simulator
The umbrella design, seen in Fig. 2.5 is similar to the tabletop design, except a
much larger portion of the spherical air-bearing is used. A flat plate can be used, however
most large umbrella designs use an umbrella shaped structure to support the experiment
hardware. Unlike the tabletop and the dumbbell, the umbrella design is much more
difficult to balance, as the physical structure is offset from the air-bearing. Balance can
be achieved by use of dense counterweights, and careful design and balancing of the
structure. The umbrella configuration, like the tabletop, is still restricted about two
axes, but these restrictions are lessened by the geometry.
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Figure 2.5: Umbrella Satellite Simulator
2.2 AFIT Satellite Simulators
Since 1999, AFIT has had an satellite simulator to support research and develop-
ment efforts. Table 2.1 lists the work conducted with SimSat I and SimSat II conducted
during that time. The first generation vehicle, SimSat I, was designed by Colebank,
Jones, Nagy, Pollak, and Mannebach as the capstone element of their master’s degree
work.[2] SimSat I, shown in Fig. 2.6 was a dumbbell style satellite simulator with re-
action wheels. SimSat I was upgraded in 2003 by French to add improved reaction
wheels and cold gas thrusters.[8] Through 2007, SimSat I was used to support research
efforts including space situational awareness, autonomous tracking, and fuel estimation.
[9, 3, 8, 15, 33, 10, 11] Additionally, SimSat I supported AFIT’s spacecraft dynamics
courses by providing a hands on demonstrations of attitude dynamics and control.
Figure 2.6: SimSat I
While SimSat I provided a solid platform for research, by 2007 it was beginning to
show its age. To quote Roach, Rohe, and Welty:
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SIMSAT (I) did have limitations. Due to its large mass and inertia, it was
not able to conduct rapid slew maneuvers or to spin up to the required angular
velocity necessary to achieve spin stabilization. Also, its momentum wheels
quickly saturated while attempting to move the massive simulator. Further,
the dumbbell experienced structural deflections that cause its center of mass
to move when the simulator rotated about its roll axis. The aging hardware on
the SIMSAT was also growing out of date and was in need of replacement.[25]
Roach et al. were commissioned by the faculty to design and build an updated vehi-
cle. The result was SimSat II, shown in Fig 2.7, a tabletop design satellite simulator
with up-to-date electronics, a fan/thruster system for control, and provisions for future
expansion. In 2008-2009, McFarland conducted the first research on SimSat II, with
an investigation of optimal control techniques for attitude control.[21] In 2010, Snider
completed SimSat II’s first major upgrade, installing a set of three reaction wheels to
augment the fan/thruster system. Figure 2.8 shows SimSat II with reaction wheels.
Figure 2.7: SimSat II Original Configuration
Table 2.1: AFIT Satellite Simulator Research
Student(s) Year Style Advisor Research Topic Ref
Colebank et al. 1999 Dumbbell Kramer Satellite Simulator Design and Assembly [2]
Fulton 2000 Dumbbell Agnes Attitude Control and Multimedia Representation [9]
Dabrowski 2003 Dumbbell Cobb Detection of Parasitic Satellite [3]
French 2003 Dumbbell Cobb Control Strategies for Rapid, Large-Angle Maneuvers [8]
Kimsal 2004 Dumbbell Cobb Autonomous Infrared Tracking [15]
Smith 2005 Dumbbell Cobb Attitude Control using Reaction Wheels and Thrusters [33]
Geitgey 2006 Dumbbell Cobb Measuring Remaining Propellant using Measured MOI [10]
Hines 2007 Dumbbell Titus Fuel Estimation Using Dynamic Response [11]
Roach et al. 2008 Tabletop Black Satellite Simulator Design and Assembly [25]
McFarland 2009 Tabletop Swenson Optimal Control of Spacecraft Reorientation Maneuvers [21]
Snider 2010 Tabletop Swenson Attitude Control of a Satellite Simulator Using Reaction Wheels [34]
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Figure 2.8: SimSat II with Reaction Wheels
2.3 Spacecraft Dynamics
The purpose of any ACS is to allow the spacecraft to orient itself relative to another
object. Examples include orienting antennas toward the Earth, solar arrays toward the
sun, and sensors at points of interest. The ACS must be able to manipulate the vehicle’s
angular position relative to an external references, typically the Earth, sun and/or stars.
The starting point for developing an ACS is to derive the satellite’s equations of motion,
starting with the derivation of the kinematic relationships between reference frames.
2.3.1 Kinematics. The first step in controlling angular position, or orientation,
is to mathematically define it so that it can be related to other states and controls. There
are a number of ways to represent orientation, but the most common for spacecraft are
the Euler Parameters, more commonly known as quaternions because of their numerical
stability.[12] The quaternion is an extension of Leonhard Euler’s 1776 theorem which
states:
In three-dimensional space, any displacement of a rigid body such that a point
on the rigid body remains fixed, is equivalent to a single rotation about a fixed
axis that runs through the fixed point[7].
Because reference frames are independent of position, Euler’s theorem implies that any
two reference frames can be related by a rotation axis defined by a unit vector ê, known
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Figure 2.9: Euler Axis ê - Euler Angle φ Relating Frame {α} and Frame {β}
as the Euler axis, and an angle φ, known as the Euler angle (see Fig. 2.9). The Euler
axis/ method has a clear singularity; if φ is 0, the Euler axis becomes undefined. The
existence of a singularity causes computational problems. One method to remove the
singularity is to define a quaternion as
q1
q2
q3
q4
 =

e1sin
(
φ
2
)
e2sin
(
φ
2
)
e3sin
(
φ
2
)
cos
(
φ
2
)
 . (2.1)
The terms q1, q2, and q3 are referred to as the quaternion vector ~q. Using quaternions, the
difference between any two coordinate frames or orientations can be described without
any singularities, including if the two frames are coincident. The difference between
two quaternions is not a simple subtraction; instead it requires the use of a matrix
multiplication, resulting in the second orientation being defined relative to the first. For
example, given the orientations defined by quaternions ā and b̄ that are both defined in
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frame {i}, the difference between ā and b̄, defined relative in frame ā is
b̄{a} =

a4 a3 −a2 −a1
−a3 a4 a1 −a2
a2 −a1 a4 −a3
a1 a2 a3 a4

T 
b1
b2
b3
b4
 . (2.2)
If ā and b̄ are the same, then b̄{a} will be [0 0 0 1]T . Equation (2.2) is used by the control
algorithm to calculate the difference between vehicle’s desired orientation and actual
orientation to determine the orientation error. The orientation error is a quaternion,
and is therefore nonlinear with respect to φ which is a potential problem for linear
controller. The most straightforward option is to linearize the quaternion about φ = 0,
thus 
e1sin
(
φ
2
)
e2sin
(
φ
2
)
e3sin
(
φ
2
)
cos
(
φ
2
)
 ≈

e1
(
φ
2
)
e2
(
φ
2
)
e3
(
φ
2
)
1
 (2.3)
which is valid for a range of approximately -0.6 to 0.6 radians, as shown in Fig. 2.10.
Because the orientation error is calculated relative to the current orientation, the linear
approximation is valid for errors less than ±0.6 rads, or ±35◦, and is sufficient for the
tests that will be conducted on SimSat. Aligning the spacecraft to the desired orien-
tation is performed by manipulating the quaternions to match the desired orientation
which requires a relationship between the spacecraft’s rate of change of orientation ˙̄q and
instantaneous angular velocity ~ω using the kinematic relationship
q̇1
q̇2
q̇3
q̇4
 =
1
2

q4 q3 −q2
−q3 q4 q1
q2 −q1 q4
−q1 −q2 −q3


ω1
ω2
ω3
 . (2.4)
Controlling orientation becomes a matter of manipulating the angular rates, therefore the
next step is to derive a relationship between angular rates and the satellite’s actuators.
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2.3.2 Rigid Body Dynamics. In order to discuss how angular rates change
over time, it is first necessary to discuss the concept of angular momentum. Angular
momentum is the rotational analog to linear momentum, defined as
~H = I ~ω, (2.5)
where I is the object’s mass moment of inertia (MOI) tensor, and ~ω is the object’s angular
velocity. The MOI is a measure of an object’s resistance to changes in angular motion,
defined by the object’s mass distribution. In Cartesian coordinates, an object’s MOI is
defined as
I =

Ixx −Ixy −Ixz
−Iyx Iyy −Iyz
−Izx −Izy Izz
 (2.6)
where Ixx, Iyy, and Izz, known as scalar moments of inertia, are
Ixx
def
=
∫
M
(
y2 + z2
)
dm (2.7a)
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Iyy
def
=
∫
M
(
x2 + z2
)
dm (2.7b)
Izz
def
=
∫
M
(
x2 + y2
)
dm (2.7c)
and the remaining terms, known as products of inertia, are
Ixy = Iyx
def
=
∫
M
(xy) dm (2.8a)
Ixz = Izx
def
=
∫
M
(xz) dm (2.8b)
Iyz = Izy
def
=
∫
M
(yz) dm (2.8c)
where x, y, and z are the distance of the differential mass dm from the center of rotation,
along an arbitrary orthogonal set. From Eqns. (2.7) and (2.8) it is clear that an object’s
MOI depends on the point of rotation and the reference frame being used. Its convenient
to specify a coordinate system with its origin to be the object’s center of mass and its
directions such that the products of inertia are zero, or
Ixy = Ixz = Iyz = 0 (2.9)
which maximizes the moments of inertia, which are traditionally called the principal
moments of inertia, and are along coordinate axes traditionally called the principal axes.
The principal axes define the body reference frame {b}. The MOI of a rigid body about
its center of mass, expressed in the body frame, is
Ib =

I1 0 0
0 I2 0
0 0 I3
 (2.10)
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and is constant for a rigid body. For symmetric objects, the axis of symmetry will be a
principal axis. Additionally, because Ib is diagonal I
−1
b is easy to compute being
I−1b =

I−11 0 0
0 I−12 0
0 0 I−13
 . (2.11)
With angular momentum now defined, we can turn our attention to manipulating angular
momentum. Newton’s second law, defined for linear momentum, states that
The time rate of change of linear momentum of a body is equal to the sum of
the forces acting on that body.[32]
The rotational analog to Newton’s second law states that the time rate of change of
centroidal angular momentum in inertial space is equal to the sum of the moments
acting on the body, mathematically
~M = ~̇H =
d
dt
{i}
~H (2.12)
where ~M represents the applied moments and ~̇H represents time rate of change of cen-
troidal angular momentum with respect to an inertial reference frame {i}. It is important
to emphasize that Eq. (2.5), like Newton’s second law, is only valid if the derivative is
taken in an inertial reference frame. Differentiating Eq. (2.5) in an inertial frame requires
the use of the chain rule for derivatives as both I and ~ω change with respect to time in
an inertial frame as the body rotates. Differentiation of Eq. (2.5) using the chain rule
results in
d
dt
{i}
~H =
(
d
dt
{i}
I
)
~ω + I
(
d
dt
{i}
~ω
)
. (2.13)
Equation (2.13) requires that I be differentiated in the inertial frame. As shown in
Eqns. (2.7) and (2.8), differentiating an object’s MOI in any other frame except a body
fixed frame is difficult, as the mass distribution changes as the object rotates relative to
the coordinate frame. Alternatively, the derivative can be taken in the body frame {b},
where the MOI remains constant, however this requires changing reference frames while
accounting for the relative motion of the two frames. Changing reference frames requires
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using the transport theorem to compute derivatives in different frames [30]
d
dt
{i}
~f =
d
dt
{r}
~f + ~ωri × ~f (2.14)
where ~f is an arbitrary vector, {r} is an arbitrary reference frame, and ~ωri is the angular
velocity of the {r} frame with respect to the {i} frame. The transport theorem maintains
the relative motion of two reference frames while allowing differentiation in either frame.
The transport theorem can be applied to Eq. (2.12), selecting the body frame {b} where
I is constant, which is written as
d
dt
{i}
~H = Ib
d
dt
{b}
~ωbi + ~ωbi × Ib ~ωbi (2.15)
where Ib is the MOI expressed in the {b} frame about the center of mass and ~ωbi is the
angular rate of both the body and body frame relative to an inertial frame. Substituting
this into Eq. (2.12) yields
~M = Ib
d
dt
{b}
~ωbi + ~ωbi × Ib ~ωbi, (2.16)
which is commonly known as Euler’s equation for rotational bodies, written in vector
form. Converting Eq. (2.16) to Newtonian notation results in
~M = Ib ~̇ωbi + ~ωbi × Ib ~ωbi (2.17)
where all vectors are expressed in the {b} frame. Euler’s equation allows for analysis
of the spacecraft dynamics while operating in the body frame. Except where explicitly
stated, all equations for the remainder of Section 2.3 are expressed in the body frame
{b}.
2.3.3 Angular Momentum Exchange. Euler’s equations assume the spacecraft
is single rigid body, but a spacecraft containing movable actuators clearly is not. In order
to apply the equations developed in Section 2.3.2, it is necessary to break the spacecraft’s
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angular momentum up as
~Hnet = ~hbody + ~hact (2.18)
where ~hact represents the angular momentum of the actuator defined at the actuator’s
center of mass and ~hbody represents the angular momentum of the vehicle body. If the
moving components are symmetric about their axis of rotation, such that their movement
does not change the vehicle’s MOI, then Eq. (2.18) can be rewritten as
~Hnet = Ib ~ωbi + ~hact (2.19)
where Ib contains both the vehicle’s static MOI and the MOI of each actuator combined
using the parallel axis theorem. The actuator’s angular momentum ~hact contains only the
dynamic angular momentum of the actuators. Requiring that these moving components
be symmetric about their axis of rotation implies an actuator design constraint. If
the actuators are not symmetric, movement of the actuators will alter the MOI of the
vehicle. In practice, the actuators have significantly smaller MOI values than their host
spacecraft, which simplifies the design requirement to having the actuator’s center of
mass located along the axis of rotation. Substituting Eq. (2.19) into Eq. (2.17) results
in
~M = Ib ~̇ωbi + ~̇hact + ~ωbi ×
(
Ib ~ωbi + ~hact
)
. (2.20)
Now, if the applied external moments are assumed to be negligible, a valid assumption
for most spacecraft over short time spans, Eq. (2.20) can be re-arranged, such that
Ib ~̇ωbi = −~̇hact − ~ωbi ×
(
Ib ~ωbi + ~hact
)
. (2.21)
From Eq. (2.21), it is clear that changing ~̇hact in magnitude or direction will cause a
change in ~̇ωbi. In effect, angular momentum is exchanged between the actuator and
the body, hence their description as ‘Momentum Exchange Devices.’ This exchange of
momentum imparts a torque on the vehicle. The term −~ωbi ×
(
Ib ~ωbi + ~hact
)
creates a
nonlinear exchange in angular momentum between the actuator and the body. In many
cases, the spacecraft’s body rates ~ωbi is assumed to be small, and these terms can be
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ignored. Alternatively, a nonlinear feedback controller can be used to directly address
the nonlinear coupling. The two main types of momentum exchange devices are reaction
wheels and CMGs. Reaction wheels will be covered first, followed by CMGs.
2.3.4 Reaction Wheels. A reaction wheels consists of a flywheel, electric motor,
and supporting electronics. One of SimSat’s reaction wheel is shown in Fig. 2.11. The
reaction wheel motor is mounted rigidly to the spacecraft body, fixing its axis of rotation
in the body frame. The angular momentum of an individual reaction wheel is
~hi = Irw~Ψi (2.22)
where Irw is the reaction wheel’s scalar moment of inertia along its axis of rotation
Figure 2.11: SimSat Reaction Wheel
and ~Ψi is the angular rate vector of the reaction wheel defined in the body frame of
the spacecraft, shown in Fig 2.11. In order to control the vehicle in all three axes, a
minimum of three reaction wheels are required. For this discussion, assume there are
only orthogonal three reaction wheels aligned with the spacecraft principal axes. The
angular momentum vector ~Ψ1 is aligned with the body x-axis, ~Ψ2 with the body y-axis,
and ~Ψ3 with the body z-axis. Reaction wheels are fixed in the body, thus the direction
of ~Ψi and the value of Irw are constant; only the angular rate magnitude |~Ψi| can be
changed. For three orthogonal reaction wheels, the angular momentum of the reaction
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wheel array is
~hrwa =

IrwΨ1
IrwΨ2
IrwΨ3
 . (2.23)
Substituting ~hrwa in for ~hact in the previous model, Eqns. (2.19) and (2.20), yields
~Hnet = Ib~ωbi +

IrwΨ1
IrwΨ2
IrwΨ3
 , (2.24)
and
~M = Ib~̇ωbi +

IrwΨ̇1
IrwΨ̇2
IrwΨ̇3
+ ~ωbi ×
Ib~ωbi +

IrwΨ1
IrwΨ2
IrwΨ3

 , (2.25)
respectively, where Ψ̇i is each reaction wheel’s acceleration. At this point, it is important
to note that
Mrw = IrwΨ̇rw (2.26)
where Mrw is the torque applied by the reaction wheel motor and Ψ̇rw is the reaction
wheel acceleration. This means that the torque applied to the vehicle is equal and
opposite of the torque applied to the reaction wheel. Applying the earlier assumption
that the external moments can be neglected, Eq. (2.25) can be re-written as
Ib ~̇ωbi = −

IrwΨ̇1
IrwΨ̇2
IrwΨ̇3
− ~ωbi ×
Ib ~ωbi +

IrwΨ1
IrwΨ2
IrwΨ3

 . (2.27)
The controller specifies changes to the angular momentum of the reaction wheel array
by adjusting the angular acceleration Ψ̇i in order to change the vehicle’s corresponding
angular rotational acceleration ω̇i. The additional ~ωbi cross products in Eq. (2.27) add
nonlinear effects which are addressed in Section 2.5.2.
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As mentioned previously, reaction wheels have fundamental limitations. The max-
imum torque that a reaction wheel can impart on the vehicle is determined directly by
the torque generated by the motor, as shown in Eq. (2.26). The only way to increase
this torque available is to use a larger, and consequently heavier, motor that consumes
more power. Additionally, the power consumed by an electric motor is
P = ηmotorτΨ (2.28)
where ηmotor is the motor’s efficiency which a function of angular rate Ψ, and τ is the
applied torque. Equation (2.28) shows that the power required by a reaction wheel
increases as the angular momentum stored increases.
Additionally, it should be noted that most spacecraft use four reaction wheels
in a pyramidal arrangement so that if any one reaction wheel fails, torques can still
be generated in all three directions. Because reaction wheels do not change orientation
relative to the body, the formulation of the spacecraft dynamics as described by Eq. (2.27)
does not change as the reaction wheels change angular velocity.
2.3.5 Control Moment Gyroscopes. The second category of momentum ex-
change devices is the control moment gyroscope (CMG). A CMG exchanges momentum
with the spacecraft by rotating a flywheel mounted on a gimbaled platform. The flywheel
is typically spun at a constant rate, and therefore maintains a fixed magnitude of angu-
lar momentum. Torque is applied to the gimbals to change the direction of the angular
momentum vector, which imparts a torque on the vehicle. There are two main types of
CMGs, single gimbal and dual gimbal, shown in Figs. 2.12 (a) and (b), respectively. A
single gimbal CMG can produce torque only perpendicular to its gimbal axis, while a
dual gimbal CMG can produce torque along two axes. The direction of torque production
in either case is dependent on the current angle of the gimbals. Because single gimbal
CMGs are being used on SimSat, the remainder of this analysis will focus on their dy-
namics; the dual gimbal CMG is noted for completeness. Additionally, for the remainder
of this document CMG refers specifically to single gimbal CMGs. Figure 2.12(a) shows
that the torque generated by the CMG will be perpendicular to both the angular mo-
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(b) Dual Gimbal CMG
Figure 2.12: CMG Types
mentum vector and the gimbal axis. Neglecting the gimbal inertia, the torque produced
is
~τ = ~̇h = ~ωgimbal × ~hrotor (2.29)
where ~ω is the gimbal rate and ~h is the angular momentum of the CMG flywheel. Torque
multiplication occurs because it requires only a small amount of torque to impart an
angular velocity on the gimbal ~ω which changes the direction of the angular momentum
stored in the rotor and imparts a large CMG effective torque on the spacecraft. The
torque multiplication effect means the torque capabilities of a CMG array are not limited
by the power of the gimbal motors. Torque multiplication makes CMG arrays useful in
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situations where large torques are required and reaction wheels become impractical due
to size, weight, or power limitations. This situation occurs with large spacecraft, such
as the International Space Station, Skylab, and Mir, or agile spacecraft like Worldview
II [37][4]. This large torque envelope does not come without a cost; CMG arrays have
complex dynamics, as will be discussed shortly, and require equally complex control
algorithms.
Unlike a reaction wheel, where the torque vector’s direction remains constant with
respect to the body, the torque produced by a CMG is dependent on the gimbal position,
which changes as torque is generated. In order to provide three axis control, multiple
CMGs are arranged in an array. The number and orientation of CMGs determines the
overall performance of the array. There are several factors to consider when selecting the
CMG array design: system dynamics, physical space limitations, costs, and singularity
concerns. While a three unit CMG array can provide three axis control, the need for
redundancy leads to four unit CMG arrays being the minimum number used on space-
craft. Because the CMG gimbals and rotors rotate relative to the body, the system
dynamics are highly dependent on the CMG array configuration. Therefore, the control
laws developed for one CMG array design may not be applicable to others. The four
unit pyramid design was chosen for SimSat because it offers a near spherical momentum
envelope. This provides the best compromise for high torque in all directions and allows
for use of the entire momentum envelope.[16]. Figure 2.13 shows the standard four unit
pyramid configuration, the CMG array design implemented on SimSat.
With the pyramid array selected, the system dynamics can now be derived. Like
we did previously with the reaction wheels, the starting point is to separate the angular
momentum of the spacecraft into the fixed body component and CMG array components,
per Eqns. (2.19) and (2.20), which are restated below for convenience as
~Hnet = Ib ~ωbi + ~hact (2.30)
and
~M = Ib ~̇ωbi + ~̇hact + ~ωbi ×
(
Ib ~ωbi + ~hact
)
(2.31)
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Figure 2.13: Four CMG Pyramid Configuration
where ~hact represents the total angular momentum of the CMG array. In order to use
Eqns. (2.30) and (2.31), ~hact and ~̇hact must be expressed in the body frame. The simplest
way to accomplish this is to define ~hact with respect to a reference frame defined by
the gimbal assembly and rotate ~hact back to the body frame using the geometry of the
CMG array. The first reference frame is defined by the rotor and gimbal axes, shown in
Fig. 2.14, of the jth CMG, referred to as the rotor reference frame {Rj}. The angular
momentum of the rotor and gimbal structure, defined in {Rj} frame, is
~h
{Rj}
j =

IGδ̇j
0
IRΩ
 (2.32)
where IG represents the scalar moment of inertia of the gimbal assembly about the gimbal
axis, δj is the instantaneous gimbal angle, and δ̇j gimbal angular rate of the j
th gimbal, IR
is the scalar moment inertia of the rotor about the rotor axis, and Ω is the fixed rotational
rate of the rotor. By design the CMGs were constructed to be identical, thus IG, IR,
and Ω should the same for each CMG. Measurements were taken during the design and
construction stages and adjustments were made to ensure that this assumption is valid
for the CMGs installed on SimSat.
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Figure 2.14: jth Rotor Frame {Rj}
In order to apply the momentum exchange equations derived previously, the rotor
and gimbal angular momentum ~hj must be expressed in the the body frame {b}. The
angular momentum ~hj can be transformed from each individual rotor frame {Rj} to the
vehicle’s body frame {b} through a sequence of rotations (see Figs. 2.15 through 2.17).
The rotor and gimbal angular momentum can be expressed in the body frame as
Figure 2.15: jth Gimbal Frame {Gj}
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Figure 2.16: jth CMG Frame {Cj}
Figure 2.17: Body Frame {b}
~h
{b}
j = R3(θj)
TR2(β)
TR1(δj)
T

IGδ̇j
0
IRΩ
 . (2.33)
The angle θj is the mounting angle of the individual CMG frames with respect to the
vehicle about the body frame z-axis {b3} with each CMG having its own value for θj (see
Fig. 2.17). The angle β is defined as the mounting angle between the CMG gimbal axis
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and the body XY-plane {b1 − b2}, shown in Fig. 2.16 and is the same for all CMGs at
54.74◦. The mounting angles θj and β were chosen to provide a near spherical momentum
envelope which is addressed in Section 2.4. A spherical momentum envelope ensures that
the combined angular momentum of the CMG array can be oriented in any direction
relative to the body. With these angle restrictions in mind, Eq. (2.33) can be simplified
to
~h
{b}
j = R3(θj)
T

IGcos(β)δ̇j + IRΩsin(β)cos(δj)
−IRΩsin(δj)
−IGsin(β)δ̇j + IRΩcos(β)cos(δj)
 . (2.34)
The angular momentum of the CMG array is the sum of the four individual CMGs,
expressed as
~hcmga =
4∑
j=1
R3(θj)T

IGcos(β)δ̇j + IRΩsin(β)cos(δj)
−IRΩsin(δj)
−IGsin(β)δ̇j + IRΩcos(β)cos(δj)

 . (2.35)
As with the reaction wheel array, ~hcmga can be substituted for ~hact in the simplified model
Eqs. (2.19), resulting in
~Hnet = Ibvecωbi +
4∑
j=1
R3(θj)T

IGcos(β)δ̇j + IRΩsin(β)cos(δj)
−IRΩsin(δj)
−IGsin(β)δ̇j + IRΩcos(β)cos(δj)

 . (2.36)
Differentiating Eq. (2.19) with respect to an inertial frame results in
~̇Hnet = Ib ~̇ωbi +
4∑
j=1
R3(θj)T

IGcos(β)δ̈j − IRΩsin(β)sin(δj)δ̇j
−IRΩcos(δj)δ̇j
−IGsin(β)δ̈j − IRΩcos(β)sin(δj)δ̇j

+
~ωbi × Ib ~ωbi + ~ωbi ×
4∑
j=1
R3(θj)T

IGcos(β)δ̇j + IRΩsin(β)cos(δj)
−IRΩsin(δj)
−IGsin(β)δ̇j + IRΩcos(β)cos(δj)

 .
(2.37)
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Equation (2.37) can be simplified if certain assumptions are made, specifically
δ̇j  Ω (2.38)
δ̈j  Ωδ̇j (2.39)
which are valid for CMGs as the rotor rate Ω is typically hundreds to thousands of
radians per second, while gimbal rates δ̇ and accelerations δ̈ are limited to a few radians
per second and radians per second per second. The CMGs installed on SimSat have a
rotor rate Ω of 270 rad/sec, while δ̇j is restricted to 2.5 rad/sec, validating Eq. (2.40)
which in turn implies that Eq. (2.41) will be true for except when δ̇j is zero. Applying
the assumptions in Eqns. (2.40) and (2.41) reduces Eq. (2.37) to
~̇Hnet = Ib ~̇ωbi +
4∑
j=1
R3(θj)T

−IRΩsin(β)sin(δj)δ̇j
−IRΩcos(δj)δ̇j
−IRΩcos(β)sin(δj)δ̇j

+
~ωbi × Ib ~ωbi + ~ωbi ×
4∑
j=1
R3(θj)T

IRΩsin(β)cos(δj)
−IRΩsin(δj)
IRΩcos(β)cos(δj)

 .
(2.40)
Equation (2.40) can be further simplified by factoring out like terms, removing the sum-
mations, and converting to matrix form, resulting in
~̇Hnet = Ib ~̇ωbi + IRΩ A

δ̇1
δ̇2
δ̇3
δ̇4
+ ~ωbi × Ib ~ωbi + ~ωbi × IRΩh̄cmga (2.41)
where
A =

−sin(β)cos(δ1) sin(δ2) sin(β)cos(δ3) −sin(δ4)
sin(δ1) sin(β)cos(δ2) −sin(δ3) −sin(β)cos(δ4)
cos(β)cos(δ1) cos(β)cos(δ2) cos(β)cos(δ3) cos(β)cos(δ4)
 (2.42)
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and
h̄cmga =

− sin(β) sin(δ1) − cos(δ2) + sin(β) sin(δ3) + cos(δ4)
− cos(δ1) + sin(β) sin(δ2) + cos(δ3) − sin(β) sin(δ4)
cos(β) sin(δ1) + cos(β) sin(δ2) + cos(β) sin(δ3) + cos(β) sin(δ4)
 .
(2.43)
The vector h̄cmga is the combined directional component of the CMG array angular
momentum, and IRΩ is the scalar magnitude of the angular momentum stored in a
single, thus the combination of the two represents the total angular momentum of the
CMG array
~Hcmga = IRΩ

− sin(β) sin(δ1) − cos(δ2) + sin(β) sin(δ3) + cos(δ4)
− cos(δ1) + sin(β) sin(δ2) + cos(δ3) − sin(β) sin(δ4)
cos(β) sin(δ1) + cos(β) sin(δ2) + cos(β) sin(δ3) + cos(β) sin(δ4)
 .
(2.44)
The matrix A represents the relationship between the change in the CMG array angular
momentum with the gimbal rates. It can be shown though inspection of A and ~Hcmga
that
IRω A(1, 1) =
∂δ(1)
∂H(1)
IRω A(1, 2) =
∂δ(2)
∂H(1)
...
IRω A(3, 3) =
∂δ(3)
∂H(3)
IRω A(3, 4) =
∂δ(4)
∂H(3)
(2.45)
which is the definition for the Jacobian of ~Hcmga with respect to δ̄ or
JH = A =
∂δ̄
∂ ~Hcmga
(2.46)
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and is a function of the gimbal angles. The Jacobian JH can then be used to relate the
change in the CMG array angular momentum to the control variables by
~̇Hcmga = JH
˙̄δ (2.47)
where ~̇Hcmga is the controller solution and must be solved for δ̄, however the Jacobian
JH is not square and is therefore not directly invertible. Solutions to this equation, when
applied to CMG arrays, are known as steering laws.
2.4 CMG Momentum Envelope and Steering Laws
Before addressing the steering laws, we will first consider the momentum envelope
of the CMG array. The Matlab program used to generate these momentum envelopes
was based on algorithms sourced from Leve.[16] Before examining the full pyramidal
CMG array, consider a single CMG. For a single CMG, the momentum envelope is
a ring perpendicular to its gimbal axis, as shown in Fig. 2.18, where the black ring
represents the momentum envelope and the line represents the gimbal axis.
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Figure 2.18: Angular Momentum Envelope for a Single CMG
Expanding to two CMGs, specifically those CMG #1 and #3, the envelope expands
to a three dimensional surface, shown in Fig. 2.19. Figure 19(a) shows the alignment of
the of the momentum planes. Figure 19(b) shows the envelope when the two momen-
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tum vectors are added together, forming the exterior singular surface, also known as the
saturation surface. Figure 19(c) is the envelope when the momentum vectors are sub-
tracted from one another and forms the interior singular surface. The combined angular
momentum of the two CMGs is constrained to these two surfaces.
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(a) 4-Unit Pyramid Configuration
(b) Exterior Momentum Envelope (c) Interior Momentum Envelope
Figure 2.19: Angular Momentum Envelopes for a 2 CMGs Array
Expanding out to the four CMG pyramidal array, the possible angular momentum
vector combinations change from a surface in three dimensional space into a volume.
Instead, we will consider only the exterior and interior surfaces of this volume, where the
CMG array reaches a maximum or minimum total angular momentum in that specified
direction. The saturation surface, shown in Fig. 20(a) is found when each CMG’s angular
momentum vector is added together to provide the maximum angular momentum in the
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specified direction. Momentum saturation is a physical constraint on the CMG array and
must be addressed during the design process. Figure 20(b) shows the internal singularity
surfaces, where one or more of the CMG’s angular momentum is used to negate the
others. Singularities along this internal surface cannot be pre-calculated and must be
addressed in real-time during spacecraft operation.[16] The purpose of the steering law is
to manipulate the angular momentum vector within this envelope to provide the desired
torque, preferably without encountering a singularity.
(a) Exterior Momentum Envelope
(b) Interior Momentum Envelope
Figure 2.20: Angular Momentum Envelopes for a 4 CMG Array
Two steering laws were considered for implementation on SimSat, the Moore-
Penrose Pseudoinverse Steering Law (MPPSL) and the Generalized Inverse Steering Law
(GISL). These steering laws were considered for this research because their behavior is
well understood and will serve to validate the CMG system performance without intro-
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ducing the added complexity of an unproven steering law. Additionally, the null motion
path was derived and used to verify the performance and behavior of the CMG array.
2.4.1 Null Motion. The Jacobian JH has more columns than rows, guarantee-
ing the existence of a null space, such that
~̇Hcmga = ~0 = JH
˙̄δN (2.48)
for ˙̄δN 6= 0. The null space results from having four actuators controlling a three di-
mensional problem. Applying ˙̄δN as the gimbal rates results in no change to the angular
momentum CMG array and therefore imparts no torque on the vehicle. Ideally, the null
space is one-dimensional, in actually this is not always true. At singularities, the null
space exists mathematically, but null motion is physically unrealizable.[35]
2.4.2 Moore-Penrose Pseudoinverse Steering Law. The first steering law imple-
mented in this research was the Moore-Penrose Pseudoinverse Steering Law (MPPSL),
also known as the right-inverse, is a method of solving the system
Ax̄ = b̄ (2.49)
where A has more columns than rows by creating the Moore-Penrose Pseudoinverse
matrix
A+ = AT
(
AAT
)−1
(2.50)
and using A+ to solve
x̄ = AT
(
AAT
)−1
b̄ = A+b̄. (2.51)
A+ exists if and only if A has a rank equal to the number of rows.[35] Applying the
Moore-Penrose Pseudoinverse to Eq. (2.47) yields
˙̄δ = JH
T
(
JHJH
T
)−1 ~̇Hcmga = JH+ ~̇Hcmga (2.52)
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where ~̇Hcmga is specified by the controller, JH is the Jacobian of the of the current CMG
array, and ˙̄δ are the gimbal rates that will produce ~̇Hcmga. The MPPSL method does
not address any of the internal singularities, and will fail any time JHJH
T is singular.
2.4.3 Generalized Inverse Steering Law. The Generalized Inverse Steering
Law (GISL) is an alternative method of inverting JH that has fewer singularities, specif-
ically it avoids non-degenerate singularities by coupling in null motion with the gimbal
movements. It cannot, however, avoid degenerate internal singularities, where null mo-
tion provides no escape path. The first step in generating the GISL is to define a new
coordinate set in Ῡ ∈ R3 such that
˙̄δ = AT ˙̄Υ. (2.53)
Therefore, substituting Eq. (2.53) into Eq. (2.47) yields
~̇Hcmga = JH
˙̄δ
= JHA
T ˙̄Υ.
(2.54)
If we assume JHA
T is non-singular, then
˙̄Υ =
(
JHA
T
)−1 ~̇Hcmga (2.55)
which can be substituted back into Eq. (2.53) which provides the GISL as
˙̄δ = AT
(
JHA
T
)−1 ~̇Hcmga. (2.56)
If JH is used for A, then the GISL simplifies to the Moore-Penrose solution that was
previously derived. If, however, a different A matrix is used then the solution can be
more robust. Asghar and Leve both propose that
A = JH + D (2.57)
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where matrix D has column vectors that are orthogonal to the columns in JH . One
option is to define D as
D = IRΩ

− sin(β) sin(δ1) − cos(δ2) sin(β) sin(δ3) cos(δ4)
− cos(δ1) sin(β) sin(δ2) cos(δ3) − sin(β) sin(δ4)
cos(β) sin(δ1) cos(β) sin(δ2) cos(β) sin(δ3) cos(β) sin(δ4)
 (2.58)
which can be substituted into Eq. (2.56), providing the complete GISL as
˙̄δ = (JH + D)
T
(
JH (JH + D)
T
)−1
~̇Hcmga. (2.59)
TD was chosen specifically because it forces null motion behavior into the specified con-
trol solution. The GISL, defined in this manner, can avoid/pass through non-degenerate
internal singularities by coupling in null motion, but still suffers from degenerate internal
singularities and saturation. This will occur any time JH (JH + D)
T is singular.[28, 16]
2.5 Linearized Proportional-Integral-Derivative Attitude Control
2.5.1 PID Control. The proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller is a
linear control algorithm that is widely used because of its of simple implementation and
applicability to a wide range of control problems. The PID controller is particularly
useful if the plant dynamics are either poorly understood or poorly characterized. When
tuned properly, PID control can provide satisfactory, but not necessarily optimal, control
for a range of inputs and disturbances. Because of these properties, PID control, as well
as proportional-integral and proportional-derivative controls are used in over half of the
industrial controllers used today.[24]
PID control operates on the difference between a desired state qD and the actual
state qA, defined as the error qE, to calculate a corrective action MC which is fed to the
plant GP . Figure 2.21 shows a standard PID control block diagram. The components of
the PID control are the proportional, integral, and derivative controllers. The propor-
tional component produces a correction proportional to the, as dictated by the gain KP .
Increasing KP yields in a larger response for a given error, resulting in a faster response,
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but with more overshoot and a longer settling time. Additionally, very large values of
KP will result in instability, with ‘very large’ being application specific.
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MC(s) qAl(s)
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Error(s)
qA (s)
qD (s)
Figure 2.21: PID Controller
The integral component of the PID produces a response that is proportional to the
magnitude and duration of the error, dictated by the gain KI . The integral component,
when combined with the proportional component, increases the response speed and more
importantly eliminates the steady state error. The downside to the integral control is the
increase in both overshoot and settling time due to integrator windup. Integrator windup
occurs whenever there is a large change in error over a short timespan, such as a change
in the desired state. Such a change requires a finite amount of time to correct, during
which the integrator is accumulating the error, or winding up. The resulting control
signal forces the system past the desired state while the integrator accumulates error in
the opposite direction, or unwinds. Integral windup can be particularly troublesome in
systems with limited control, because large changes in the desired state result in control
saturation which further delays the response of the system.
The final component of the PID controller is the derivative component. The deriva-
tive component adds damping to the system as specified by the gain KD. Increasing KD
decreases the overshoot and settling time of the system, while also slowing the response.
Derivative control is most commonly used to reduce the overshoot caused by large pro-
portional and integral gains. Unfortunately, numerical differentiation greatly amplifies
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any noise in the error signal, which is further amplified by large KD, and can cause
instability in a system that is theoretically stable. Therefore, derivative control is most
often implemented using either an approximate derivative or a sensor that can measure
error derivatives directly rather than differentiating the error signal. As an example,
for attitude control the rate gyroscope directly measures body rates, which are directly
related to the derivative of the orientation, as shown in Section 2.3.1.
2.5.2 Linearized Attitude Control. The PID algorithm is a linear controller and
is not assured to stabilize a system with the nonlinear kinematics inherent in quaternions
nor the nonlinear dynamics Euler’s equation, Eq. (2.17). As stated in Section 2.3.1,
quaternions are approximately linear on a range of ±0.6 radians. Because the controller
operates on the difference between the desired and actual orientation, the error will likely
be within this bound and thus can be assumed to be linear. The nonlinear dynamics,
however, must be addressed, which can be done via feedback linearization. Feedback
linearization involves calculating the nonlinear terms in the dynamics and incorporating
them into the control signal to cancel out the nonlinearity, as shown in Fig. 2.22. Using
GP+ +
+
-
Disturbance(s)
MC(s) qA (s)
GSensor
Error(s)
qA (s)
qD (s)
+
+
Linear 
Controller
Feedback 
Linearization 
Function
Figure 2.22: Feedback Linearization
Euler’s equation, restated here as Eq. (2.60)
~M = I~̇ωbi + ~ωbi × I~ωbi (2.60)
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then the applied moment ~M is the control variable, ~ωbi× I~ωbi is the nonlinear term that
must be addressed, with the goal of having ~̇ωbi linearly related to control input. In order
to address ~ωbi × I~ωbi, the control term ~M is split into two components, as shown in
Fig. 2.22, or
~M = ~MLC + ~MNLC (2.61)
where ~MLC is the control signal from the linear controller and ~MNLC is specified to cancel
out the ~ωbi× I~ωbi. Substituting Eq. (2.61) into Eq. (2.60) and setting ~MNLC = ~ωbi× I~ωbi
yields
~MLC + ~ωbi × I~ωbi = I~̇ωbi + ~ωbi × I~ωbi (2.62)
which simplifies to
~MLC = I~̇ωbi (2.63)
providing the desired linear relationship between ~MLC and ~̇ωbi which allows the use of a
linear controller. Feedback linearization can also be used to address the nonlinear terms
that result from having reaction wheels and CMG. Additionally, feedback lineariza-
tion decouples the equations of motion, allowing the error in each axis to be addressed
individually with its own PID controller, as shown in Fig. 2.23.[13]
qD
M(qD)QA
PID qE1
PID qE2
PID qE2
qE
Vehicle+
+
Disturbance
qA
Sensor(ω & q)
+
+
Linearization Function
ω x Ibω + ω x hAct
Decoupled PID Control
qA
Figure 2.23: Three-Axis Linearized PID Controller
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2.6 Summary
Chapter II covered the background information on satellite attitude dynamics sim-
ulators and AFIT’s past work in the field. Next, spacecraft dynamics were explored with
a focus on angular momentum exchange and CMG dynamics in support of the develop-
ment efforts that are presented in Chapter III. Finally, linearized feedback control theory
was using PID controllers was presented.
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III. Methodology
3.1 Introduction
Chapter III covers the design, construction, integration, software development, and
validation of the CMG array for SimSat. The first two sections introduce the baseline
SimSat hardware and software used in the fan/thruster and reaction wheel ACS which
the CMG array integrates with. The third section covers changes and improvements
to the reaction wheel actuators. The next section covers the design of the CMG array
through hardware integration and calibration. The fifth section covers CMG software de-
velopment and integration. The final section of Chapter III presents the tests performed
to validate the performance of the hardware.
3.2 SimSat System Baseline Hardware
In order to design a CMG array to interface with SimSat, it was necessary to
understand the baseline hardware configuration. The CMG array had to physically fit
on SimSat’s deck and interface with the existing on-board control system. Section 3.2
will introduce the subsystems relevant to the CMG array design. The SimSat spacecraft
dynamics and control testbed designed and built by Roach et al. consists of three major
hardware systems [25]:
1. A ground station (Figure 3.1)
2. A tri-axial air-bearing (Figure 3.2)
3. SimSat vehicle (Figure 1.1)
3.2.1 Ground Station and Data Link. The ground station for SimSat consists
of a custom built Windows computer, using a commercial 802.11b wireless data link to
communicate with SimSat. Figure 3.1 shows the ground station in its current configu-
ration. The ground station’s primary purpose is to provide remote access to SimSat’s
on-board computers to command the vehicle, monitor its operations, and record data.
It does this through either Windows remote desktop to access the on-board computers,
or through custom Matlab communications programs. The ground station is also used
for both real-time and post processing of the data collected during experiments.
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Figure 3.1: SimSat Groundstation
3.2.2 Air-Bearing. SimSat uses the Space Electronics, Inc. model SE-9791
tri-axial spherical air-bearing to support the vehicle and provide a near torque free en-
vironment. This model of air-bearing consists of a precision rotor and stator with equal
radii of curvature and separated by a cushion of air which is less than 13 µm thick. The
cushion of air is maintained through jewel orifices that meter the air flow and provide
dynamic centering of the rotor [1]. The system specifications and stator, housing the
jewel orifices atop the pedestal, are shown in Fig. 3.2.
SimSat is configured as tabletop satellite simulator, with the air-bearing at the
geometric center of the main deck. This design allows SimSat to have unconstrained
motion about its z-axis. Motion about the X- and Y-axes are restricted to ±30◦, with
a support ring to limit movement beyond this range. The vehicle is balanced prior to
each test to keep its center of mass coincident with the center of rotation. Balancing
techniques are described in detail in Section 3.7.1 later in this chapter.
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Ball Bearing Diameter 22.00 cm
Pedestal Cup Diameter 5.72 cm
Unloaded Ball Bearing Mass 19.05 kg
Maximum Loading 136.08 kg
Figure 3.2: Space Electronics, Inc. Tri-Axial Spherical Air-Bearing
3.2.3 SimSat Vehicle Hardware. The baseline SimSat vehicle contains four
major subsystems which were of significant concern for the design and development of
the CMG array. These systems are
1. Mini-Box PC (Figure 3.3)
2. dSPACE MicroAutoBox (Figure 3.4)
3. Northrop Grumman LN-200 Fiber Optic Gyroscope IMU (Figure 3.5)
4. Reaction Wheel and Fan/Thruster Actuators (Figure 3.6)
For additional information on the subsystems listed in this subsection, as well as any
subsystems not discussed, refer to the thesis work of Roach et al. and Snider.[25, 34]
Figure 3.3: Mini-Box PC
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3.2.3.1 Mini-Box PCr. The Mini-Box PC serves three functions. The
first is to provide the Simulink software development interface used to program the
dSPACE MicroAutoBox. In this role, the Mini-Box PC converts user supplied Simulink
models to compiled real-time programs, and loads the compiled programs onto the Mi-
croAutoBox for execution. The second function the Mini-Box PC performs is to interface
with the MicroAutoBox during real-time operations using the dSPACE ControlDesk or
the dSPACE mLib Matlab interface. ControlDesk and mLib are discussed in more
detail in Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5, respectively. The final function of the Mini-Box PC
is to host SimSat’s 802.11b interface to provide a telemetry link to the ground station.
This can be performed using Windows remote desktop, or through custom Matlab
communications programs.
3.2.3.2 dSPACE MicroAutobox. The dSPACE MicroAutoBox is a pro-
grammable, real-time processor and data acquisition computer that executes programs
supplied by the attached Mini-Box PC. The MicroAutoBox serves as the command and
data handling processor on SimSat. The MicroAutoBox also provides data interfaces
for the various hardware on SimSat. These interfaces include the Controller Area Net-
work (CAN) bus, RS-232 port, analog, and digital I/O ports which MicroAutoBox uses to
control SimSat’s attitude. The physical characteristics of the MicroAutoBox are shown
in Fig. 3.4.
Weight 2.15 kg
Width 182 mm
Length 192.6 mm
Height 50 mm
Power Consumption 30 W
Figure 3.4: dSPACE MicroAutoBox
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Figure 3.5: Northrop Grumman LN-200 Fiber Optic Gyroscope IMU
3.2.3.3 LN-200 Fiber Optic Gyroscope IMU. The Northrop Grumman
LN-200 IMU is a strap-down inertial measurement platform that provides the MicroAu-
toBox with attitude information. The LN-200 contains three orthogonally mounted
fiber-optic gyroscopes. Each gyroscope has two coils of fiber-optic cable wound in op-
posite directions, a laser diode, and an interferometer. As as the gyroscope rotates, one
laser path length effectively becomes longer while the other becomes effectively shorter
because the speed of light is independent of the movement of the fiber-optic cable. The
change in length creates a phase shift known as the Sagnac effect which is measured by
the interferometer to provide angular rates.[29] The LN-200 also contains three orthog-
onally mounted accelerometers which can be used to detect accelerations acting on the
IMU, notably the acceleration due to gravity. The accelerometers are also sensitive to
vehicle vibrations which was a concern when designing the CMG array mounting system.
A custom electronics box converts the LN-200’s proprietary signals at 400 Hz to RS-485
serial protocol. The electronics box also contains a SkEyes Unlimited RS-485 to RS-232
interface board that down-samples the signal to 200 Hz and provides the measurements
to the MicroAutoBox.
3.2.3.4 Reaction Wheel and Fan/Thruster Actuators. The baseline Sim-
Sat had two sets of attitude control actuators, six orthogonal fan/thrusters and three
orthogonal reaction wheels. Both systems use Maxon EC brush-less DC motors equipped
with integrated shaft encoders. The motors are controlled by Maxon EPOS 70/10 motor
control units, shown in Fig. 3.6. The EPOS unit supports multiple modes of opera-
tion; velocity mode is used for both the fans and reaction wheels. In velocity mode,
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Figure 3.6: Maxon EPOS Motor Controller
the EPOS uses a closed loop PI regulator to achieve and maintain the specified motor
speed. The EPOS units communicate with the MicroAutoBox using the CAN bus using
the CANOpen communications protocol. More information on CANOpen is provided in
Section 3.3.2. The CAN bus is easily expandable, with support for up to 127 devices.
The EPOS controller supports the full range of Maxon EC motors, and is configurable
through either the CAN bus or the proprietary software.
3.3 SimSat Software Applications
SimSat uses multiple software applications to support both hardware diagnostics
and experiment development. Section 3.3 will address the key software applications
used to for command and control on SimSat. For this research, the SimSat spacecraft
dynamics and control testbed relied primarily upon five software applications:
1. EPOS User Interfacer
2. CANOpen Communications Protocol
3. Simulinkr
4. dSPACE ControlDeskr
5. Matlab with dSPACE mLib
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3.3.1 EPOS User Interfacer. The EPOS user interface (UI) is resident on the
Mini-Box PC. It is a proprietary software application provided by Maxon Motor for use
with their EPOS line of controllers. The EPOS UI is used to configure the EPOS con-
troller to the user’s specifications.[25] The EPOS UI communicates with the EPOS units
via the serial port on the Mini-Box PC and does not interact with the MicroAutoBox.
The key configuration parameters include motor specifications, CANOpen communi-
cations parameters, and internal controller gains. These configuration parameters are
stored in the CAN Object library. The EPOS UI also provides auto-tuning algorithms
to assist in determining the optimal controller gains. The auto-tune algorithm performs
a series of step-inputs and adjusts the gains to minimize overshoot, rise time, and set-
tling time. Figure 3.7 shows the auto-tuning results run on a fan/thruster actuator. The
auto-tuning algorithm was used to verify calibration of the fan/thrusters. The reaction
wheels were tuned and verified using the manual techniques laid out in Section 3.4.2 of
Snider’s thesis.[34]. Lastly, the EPOS UI is also used as a diagnostic tool read error
messages and manually activate each motor.
Figure 3.7: EPOS UI Velocity Auto-Tuning Program
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3.3.2 CANOpen Communications Protocol. The CANOpen Communications
Protocol is used on SimSat to connect the MicroAutoBox to the EPOS 70/10 motor con-
trollers. CANopen is the internationally standardized (EN 50325-4) CAN-based higher-
layer protocol for embedded control system. On SimSat, the MicroAutoBox serves as
the CAN master node, and the EPOS units and G0AMH encoders serve as a CAN slave
nodes. All slave nodes have a unique identifier. Each CAN slave maintains a database,
known as the object library, which contains the configuration and operational parame-
ters for the controller. The EPOS controllers store motor specifications such a maximum
current, configuration parameters such as control gains, and operational parameters such
as desired speed. The object library also stores sensor information gathered from the
controller, such as measured speed. The controller updates and responds to the object
library in real-time.
The CANOpen protocol allows the master controller to manipulate the object
libraries of the slaves it shares a connection with. There are two methods for transferring
information, the service data object (SDO) and the process data object (PDO). The SDO
method allows the master full access to a slave’s object library. SDO messages always
come in pairs, the master sends a message, and the slave responds. SDO outbound
message consists of the SDO message identifier, command byte, a three byte object
library address, and up to four bytes of data. The command byte specifies read or write,
along with how much data is being transferred. In a write operation, the data is copied
to the specified object library address; in a read operation the data at the object library
address is sent back in the response message. The SDO response consists of a message
identifier, status byte, object library address, and up to four data. If an error occurs,
the status byte indicates why the error occurred.
The SDO method is primarily used for configuration and setup. All commands
have a confirmation or error message, allowing for system protection. Additionally, some
areas of the object library, like resetting faults, can only be accessed using SDO. Figure
3.8, illustrates the SDO communications mode. The SDO method does have two major
drawbacks. First, each node has a single address, limiting communication to four bytes
per transfer cycle per node and no simultaneous commands. Second, because all traffic
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CAN SDO
Figure 3.8: CANOpen SDO Protocol
is bidirectional, each message uses 20 bytes of bandwidth. In practice, this prevents
simultaneous communication between the master and multiple slaves.
CAN PDO
Figure 3.9: CANOpen PDO Protocol
The second data transfer method, the PDO, is used to monitor and update the
control process. There are two types of PDOs; transmit and receive. Both types of
PDOs are configured using SDO messages to specify what object library entries will be
manipulated. Transmit PDOs send data from the slave’s object library to the master.
This can be triggered internally based on sensor conditions and the system timer, or
externally from the system master via a remote transmission request (RTR). Receive
PDOs accept data from the master and place it in the object library. Figure 3.9 illustrates
the PDO communications mode. Each PDO can transfer 8 bytes of data per message,
and each node supports multiple transmit and receive PDOs. Additionally, PDOs do
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not send confirmation messages, further reducing overhead. Finally, multiple nodes can
be configured to respond to the same receive PDO, allowing multiple controllers to be
manipulated simultaneously. The EPOS UI provides a software wizard to configure PDOs
on the EPOS units as an alternative to using SDO messages for initial configuration.
Once set, the PDO configuration is stored on-board the CANOpen device and reloaded
at boot up.
3.3.3 Simulinkr. Simulink is a commercially available software package
from Mathworks designed for numerical simulation of dynamic systems. Simulink ver-
sion 6.2 is installed on the Mini-Box PC, along with the Simulink Real-Time Workshopr
and dSPACE MicroAutoBox programming and interface libraries. Simulink uses a
graphical interface to streamline programming by building and connecting programming
blocks, such as math functions, switches, and integrators. Figure 3.10 shows an example
of a Simulink program written for SimSat. The dSPACE libraries provide software
interfaces for the various input and output (I/O) ports on the MicroAutoBox. Programs
are built in Simulink then the Real-Time Workshop to converts the model into C-code,
which is compiled and loaded onto onto the MicroAutoBox via the dSPACE interface
libraries. The compiled real-time program generated from the Simulink model runs in
a fixed time-step mode with a 1 ms clock. This means all models built in Simulink
execute a complete program loop every 1 ms, then return to the program start, and 1
ms is the smallest unit of time available in the program.
The Simulink model executed by the MicroAutoBox is is responsible for several
main functions. These are:
1. Collect data from on-board sensors
2. Maintain and update state information
3. Compute control solution
4. Convert control solution to actuator commands
5. Transmit actuator commands to the actuators
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Figure 3.10: SimSat Root-Level Simulink Model
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Simulink allows programming blocks to be grouped as reusable modules. Using mod-
ular code allows for rapid reconfiguration of SimSat’s control algorithms by changing
the control blocks, but maintaining measurement and actuator blocks. Details of the
Simulink program developed during this research are provided in Section 3.6
3.3.4 dSPACE ControlDeskr. The dSPACE ControlDesk program is used to
access and manipulate data within the real-time program being executed by the MicroAu-
toBox. ControlDesk provides developers with a workspace to build experiment specific
graphical user interfaces which are linked to the Simulink model and its corresponding
program on the MicroAutoBox.[5, 6] Figure 3.11 shows an example layout used to test
the CMG array during its development. ControlDesk is the primary interface software
to SimSat when using Windows remote desktop from the ground station and was used
to initialize the system and conduct initial experiment runs.
3.3.5 Matlabr with dSPACE mLib. In addition to ControlDesk, dSPACE
provides its mLib library for use in Matlab. The mLib library allows Matlab pro-
grams and scripts on the Mini-Box PC to access and manipulate data within the real-time
program on the MicroAutoBox. Additionally, mLib allows for windowed data capture,
where a fixed number of samples are recorded on the MicroAutoBox which are then
downloaded to the Mini-Box upon completion, allowing for simultaneous capture of mul-
tiple variables.[5, 6] The primary use of mLib was to automate experimental procedures
to provide repeatability, reduce execution time, and minimize human error. Additionally,
once data is in the Matlab environment on the Mini-Box PC it is available for imme-
diate post-processing and analysis or can be transfered to other computers in real-time
using communications functions supplied with Matlab.
3.4 Reaction Wheel Actuator Changes
Several changes were made to the reaction wheel actuators to address ‘sporadic
control’ issue and improve the momentum storage capabilities of the reaction wheel
subsystem.[34]
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Figure 3.11: Example dSPACE ControlDesk Layout
3.4.1 20cm Reaction Wheel. The original reaction wheel design was a 10.16 cm
diameter stainless steel (hereafter referred to as the 10 cm wheels) with an MOI of
0.00261 kg-m2 and 0.004 kg-m2 for the 2.54 cm and 5.08 cm thick wheels, respectively. In
order to have sufficient MOI using 10 cm stock, the wheels are a solid design, and therefore
have a poor MOI to mass ratio of 1.719x10−3 m2. The 10 cm wheels were sufficient to test
and validate the reaction wheel motors motors and algorithms, but limited the overall
capability of the system. New wheels were designed that have 20.32 cm diameter using
spokes to maximize the MOI to mass while increasing the MOI by approximately four
times vs. the 10 cm wheels. Both the 10 cm and 20 cm are shown in Fig 3.12.
The new 20 cm reaction wheels were designed to maximize rotational inertia about
the axis of rotation while minimizing the mass. The ideal design is a large, thin ring;
however, in practice this design is difficult to manufacture. The design implemented is
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Figure 3.12: 10 cm and 20 cm Reaction Wheels
composed of a hub, 6 spokes, and a metal ring. The new wheels were sized to provide
approximately double the MOI of the 5.08 cm thick wheel, or four times the MOI of
the 2.54 cm thick wheels by adjusting the thickness of the metal ring. As a safety
consideration, a sheet of plexiglass was inserted into the recessed area of the wheel to
prevent objects from accidentally getting caught in the spokes. This plexiglass also
minimized the airflow around the wheel spokes.
Finally, the wheels were precision balanced for operations up to 9000 rpm. This
process removed small amounts of material at key points to minimize lateral vibrations.
While small, these imbalances would, quite literally, shake the actuator or Simsat to
pieces and posed a significant safety risk.
The MOI of each wheel was measured using AFIT’s MOI measurement system, a
Space Electronics XR250. The XR250 uses a torsion spring oscillator to measure the
MOI about the axis of rotation. The instrument is accurate to 0.25%+2.9 g-cm2. Mass
was measured using the a Scout Pro digital scale, accurate to 0.1 g. Table 3.1 lists the
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measurements for each reaction wheel. The MOI of the EC-45 reaction wheel motor’s
axle shaft is 119 g-cm2.
Table 3.1: Reaction Wheel Characteristics
Wheel # Mass (kg) MOI (kg-m2) MOI/Mass (m2) Axis
1 1.1808 0.0076948 6.512x10−3 Spare
2 1.2219 0.0079204 6.482x10−3 Z-axis
3 1.2280 0.0079304 6.458x10−3 Y-axis
4 1.2173 0.0079119 6.499x10−3 X-axis
Initial testing of the 20 cm reaction wheels showed that despite the plexiglass, the
spokes created a significant amount of air drag. While this is not a problem for the
reaction wheel motor, it does create unstable, high speed air flow around the vehicle.
This air flow places several unknown disturbance torques on the vehicle. To minimize
these disturbances, acetate was glued to the front surface of the reaction wheel to create
a smooth face and minimize turbulence. The acetate, combined with the plexiglass,
prevented the spokes from creating excess turbulence.
3.4.2 Electrical Subsystem Protection. Electric motors are transducers which
convert electrical energy into mechanical energy. The opposite is also possible, where the
motor converts mechanical energy back into electrical energy. These devices are most
commonly known as generators; however, there are many dual-use applications, such as
regenerative braking technology and flywheel energy storage. The reaction wheel system
on Simsat exhibited this behavior whenever a large rotor deceleration was commanded.
The result was an uncontrolled voltage spike on the 37 V electrical bus and the destruc-
tion of an EPOS unit. This occurred using the original 10.16 cm diameter, 2.54 cm thick
reaction wheels when commanding a stop from above 6000 rpm. The initial solution to
the hard stop problem was to limit rotor speed changes in the software. In practice,
rate limits had minimal impact on experiments. Large rotor accelerations and their
associated torques generated were not used experimentally. The software solution did,
however, prevent implementing ‘emergency stop’ commands. Additionally, any changes
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to the reaction wheel software required updating and testing the safety protocols. A
more permanent solution was needed.
The solution was to regulate the maximum electrical current draw to protect the
computer system and add an electrical buffer to absorb or redirect the feedback energy
away from the main electrical bus. Current regulation was provided by installing a 2.7 Ω
power resistor bank. When operating at nominal battery voltage of 37 V, the resistor
bank limits continuous current draw to 13.7 A. Based on the battery’s maximum output
of 30 A, there is still 16 A available to run the computers and other actuators.
The Maxon Digital Shunt Regulator 70/30 (DSR) was chosen for the task of man-
aging electrical feedback. The electrical block diagram for the DSR is shown in Fig. 3.13.
The DSR has 8.8 mF of capacitance, allowing it to store 5.7 J of electrical energy. Should
this storage be exceeded, the DSR shunts the energy to a block of resistors, where it is
dissipated as heat. The DSR’s capacitors also provide a limited ability to handle tran-
sient current loads in excess of the 13.7 A current limitations imposed by the resistor
bank.
Figure 3.13: Maxon Digital Shunt Regulator 70/30 Block Diagram
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3.5 CMG Development and Sizing
This section presents the design and development process for the SimSat’s CMG
array from the system level requirements defined in Section 1.2 through assembly. The
CMG design focused on meeting the desired system level requirements while minimizing
time and cost to manufacture, to include consulting the machinists tasked to manufacture
components.
3.5.1 CMG Array Requirements. The first step in sizing an attitude control
actuator is to determine the approximate amount of torque the system will need to
provide. The torque available determines disturbances the system can overcome and
how quickly the system can react to commands. For a momentum exchange system,
the total angular momentum storage available must also be specified, as this determines
the saturation limits of the system. Once the system reaches saturation, it can no
longer apply a torque in a particular direction and must rely on a different system for
control. The maximum torque determines how hard or fast the system can accelerate
while momentum storage determines how long the torque can be applied.
In order to estimate the torque requirements, the vehicle’s MOI needed to be
estimated. Based on the work of Snider and Roach et al., the Z-axis MOI and Z-
axis maneuverability requirements drive the torque requirements on SimSat. The CMG
system will add a significant, but undetermined amount of mass to the system. The
increase in mass and MOI must be accounted for when estimating torque and momentum
storage requirements. Based on the system growth experienced by Snider, as well as the
planned reconfiguration of reaction wheels and counterbalance weights, the Z-axis MOI
was estimated to increase from 10.1 kg-m2 to around 15 kg-m2. The new MOI estimate is
based on placing the CMG assemblies as close to the centerline as possible and using the
reaction wheels as counterbalance to reduce the need for additional counterbalance mass.
Using the estimated MOI, a peak torque of 0.5 N-m should provide an acceleration of
0.3 rad/sec2. Additionally, 0.5 N-m is more than sufficient to overcome any disturbance
torques, which will be on the order of millinewton-meters.
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CMGs are used primarily for their high torque to mass ratio and the associated
reorientation capabilities that high torque can provide. As such, the momentum storage
requirement is based on the maximum desired rotation rate of SimSat about the Z-axis.
For SimSat 4◦/sec or 0.07 rad/sec was chosen as an appropriate maximum Z-axis body
rate. A 0.07 rad/sec allows SimSat to simulate the behavior of most CMG equipped
vehicles which reach maximum design speeds of 4-5◦/sec. A 0.07 rad/sec body rate
requires approximately 1 N-m-s of angular momentum storage using SimSat’s estimated
Z-axis MOI of 15 kg-m2. Alternatively, the momentum storage requirements could, and
often are, sized based on the expected magnitude and duration of disturbance torque
rejection.[4]
3.5.2 CMG Number and Array Configuration. The number and configuration
of the CMG array determines the dynamic behavior of the CMG system, its associated
control laws, and the sizing of the individual components. A single gimbal CMG with
a fixed flywheel rate has only one degree of freedom, as such a minimum of three are
required to provide 3-axis stabilization and control. In nearly all space applications,
redundancy is desired, and thus the minimum number of CMGs increases to four, in
a configuration that allows for any three to provide 3-axis control authority. Because
SimSat should behave like an actual satellite and CMG dynamics are impacted by the
configuration, the minimum number of CMGs on SimSat should be four. Increasing
the number of CMGs can increase the redundancy or reduce the control complexity.
Increasing the number of CMGs does; however, increase the mechanical complexity of
the system, with associated impacts on mass, component sizes, and failure mechanisms.
SimSat’s physical size and available space limited the CMG array to a four unit design. As
discussed in Section 2.3.5, this reduced the design space to the two primary configurations
which use four CMGs are the pyramid and rooftop configuration.
The pyramid configuration, shown in Fig. 3.14, places each CMG along a horizontal
plane equally spaced around a circle, with the momentum planes angle off the vehicle
plane. The rooftop configuration places the CMGs in two parallel rows with the gimbal
vectors forming a ‘rooftop.’ Both the pyramid and rooftop configurations allow for
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Figure 3.14: Four CMG Pyramid Configuration
tuning of the momentum and torque envelopes to meet the vehicle requirements by
altering the angle of the momentum planes relative to one another. In both the pyramid
and rooftop configurations, the β angle is measured relative to the vehicle’s horizontal
plane, indicated in Fig. 3.14. For SimSat, a uniform momentum and torque envelope was
desired. With the pyramid configuration, a β angle of 54.74◦, provides a near-spherical
momentum envelope, as shown in Section 2.4. Additionally, the pyramid configuration
has inherently better symmetry than the rooftop, making it a better fit for SimSat.
3.5.3 CMG Rotor Sizing. With the CMG array requirements and geometry
locked down, the individual rotor requirements can be calculated. In order to obtain the
Figure 3.15: CMG Rotor
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desired momentum envelope, each rotor assembly must store approximately 0.433 N-m-s.
The rotor angular momentum requirements are based on the array torque requirements
and the array geometry, using equations from Sec. 2.3.5. The amount of momentum
stored in each rotor is dependent on its rotation rate and rotational inertia. A high speed
electric motor is used to drive the rotor to speed and overcome bearing resistance. The
Maxon EC-45 flat motor with integrated electronics was chosen for this application. The
EC-45’s integrated closed-loop controller helps ensure all four rotors run at the specified
speed. The motors have an operating range of 0-6000 rpm, with 3000 rpm chosen as the
design speed to ensure sufficient torque to maintain rotor speed with minimal variation.
The rotor MOI requirements were calculated using Eq. (2.5) with an ω of 3000 rpm to
be 0.0014 kg-m2.
Stainless steel was chosen for the rotor material, based on its density of 8000 g/cm3,
corrosion resistance, cost, and ease of machining. The maximum rotor diameter was
limited to 10 cm based on the space available on SimSat and the availability of stock.
Additionally, the length/height of the rotor was limited to about 5 cm to keep the gimbal
assembly within a spherical envelope in order to minimize the impacts of asymmetry as
described in Section 2.3.3. With the design constraints in mind, the main rotor was
designed to maximize the rotational inertia, minimize the mass, and meet the required
MOI. The design was also required to be stiff enough to not distort under the centripetal
loads at 3000 rpm or any gimbal loads. Due to material and manufacturing defects, the
rotors required high-speed, dynamic balancing to minimize vibration. Balancing removed
small amounts of material to move the rotor’s center of mass coincident with the center
of rotation. Finally, the rotor was designed to interface with the motor and support
bearings. The bearings chosen were size 608 high speed ball bearings. These bearings
are single row, deep groove bearings which support both radial and axial loads. 608
bearings are commonly used on skateboards and are available in a wide variety of speed
and load requirements. Figure 3.15 shows the final rotor configuration. The expected
MOI of the rotor, prior to balancing, was 0.0017 kg-m2. After balancing, each rotor was
measured using AFIT’s XR250 for MOI measurements and Scout Pro scale for the mass
measurements. These measurements are provided in Table 3.2. The difference from the
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expected MOI was caused by both the removal of material and the 1.25% difference in
density between the magnetic stainless steel (7900 g/cm3) used and the 316 stainless
steel (8000 g/cm3) used in the initial calculations. Magnetic stainless steel was used
based on its availability.
Table 3.2: CMG Rotor Characteristics
Wheel # Mass (kg) MOI (kg-m2) % MOI Difference from Mean
1 1.0135 0.0016530 0.163607%
2 1.0089 0.0016431 -0.436284%
3 1.0168 0.0016622 0.721081%
4 1.0096 0.0016429 -0.448403%
3.5.4 Gimbal Assembly Design. The purpose of the gimbal assembly is to
support the CMG rotor and allow it to be rotated relative to the rest of the vehicle. CAD
was used in the design of the aluminum rotor housing to support the rotor, bearings, and
motor. Figure 3.16 shows gimbal assembly with components labeled. One side of the
rotor housing was designed to hold a Mercotac slip ring assembly to allow for unrestricted
rotation of the gimbal. The other side of the housing attaches to the a steel shaft which
connects the rotor housing to the gimbal motor. The gimbal motor bearings support the
gimbal assembly on one side, and a bearing mounted on the slip ring assembly supports
the other end.
In Section 2.3.3, the gimbal assembly was assumed to be symmetric about the
gimbal axis; however, the gimbal assembly is clearly not symmetric. Because of this
asymmetry, the MOI of SimSat will change as as the gimbal rotates. Additionally,
if the center of mass of the gimbal assembly is not coincident with the gimbal axis
then SimSat’s center of mass will move as the gimbal rotates. In order to balance the
assembly, a counterweight was installed opposite the rotor motor. Each gimbal assembly
counterweight was matched to the gimbal assembly by placing the assembly on a level
‘knife-edge’ and reducing the counterweight mass until balance was achieved, as shown
in Fig. 3.17. Once the gimbal assembly was balanced, the MOI was measured about the
gimbal axis, rotor axis, and the third axis defined by the right hand rule using the AFIT’s
XR250. For each of these tests, the rotor was locked into place to prevent movement
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Figure 3.16: Gimbal Assembly
from distorting the measurements. The rotor axis MOI was measured at 0.01177 Kg-m2,
while the third axis was measured at 0.01154 kg-m2, a difference of less than 2%. The
difference small enough to neglect when compared to the overall MOI of SimSat which
is on the order of 10 kg-m2 and the accuracy with which SimSat’s MOI can be measured
(see Section 4.3).
3.5.5 Gimbal Motor Sizing. The next step in designing the CMGs was to
determine the appropriate motor to rotate the gimbal assembly. The motor was required
to provide accurate performance at a low angular rate with minimal torque ripple. The
maximum angular rate of the gimbal is expected to be around 2 rad/sec or 20 rpm. This
low speed performance requirement was a significant issue, as most electric motors are
not designed to operate effectively at low speeds, the exception being stepper motors.
Stepper motors were discounted because they cannot deliver torque in a smooth fashion
and have a limited angular resolution. Additionally, interoperability with the existing
CANOpen architecture was desired. With these requirements in mind, Maxon Motors
suggested using a brush-less DC motor with a reduction gearbox. The EC-MAX-30 series
brush-less motor with a GP-32 159:1 reduction gearbox was selected, shown in Fig. 3.18.
The motor is also equipped with an optical shaft encoder and is controlled using the
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Figure 3.17: Gimbal Assembly Balancing
EPOS 70/10 controller. The optical shaft encoder mounted on the motor cannot be
used to determine the gimbal angle because the GP-32 has approximately 1◦ of gear
lash. The gear lash only affects position, not velocity, and therefore the EPOS velocity
control mode should still be acceptable to control the gimbal velocity.[19, 20]
Gimbal Motors
Figure 3.18: CMG Gimbal Motors
3.5.6 Optical Shaft Encoder. In order to accurately compute a control solution
using a CMG array, the exact angle of each gimbal must be known. The EC-MAX-30
motor selected does provide position feedback, but the gear lash present in the GP-
32 introduces 1◦ of uncertainty into the gimbal angle measurement which was deemed
unacceptable; an alternate sensor was necessary. The gimbal angle sensor would need
to directly measure the gimbal shaft to minimize errors due to gear lash in the gimbal
motor transmission. The Baumer Electric G0AMH absolute encoder was selected for the
task of accurately measuring the gimbal angle, shown in Fig. 3.19. The G0AMH uses
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a 13 bit optical encoder, for a resolution of 8192 steps per turn or 7.67x10−4 rad/step.
Additionally, the G0AMH has an integrated CANOpen interface, which allowed for easy
integration with the MicroAutoBox. The encoder is mounted directly to the gimbal
shaft, as shown in Fig. 3.19, to provide a direct gimbal angle measurement.
Figure 3.19: CMG Gimbal Encoder
Figure 3.20: Gimbal Support Structure
3.5.7 Gimbal Support and Vibration Isolation. The gimbal support assembly
holds the gimbal components in place on SimSat, sets the mounting angles β and θ, and
transfers loads generated by the CMGs to SimSat’s structure. Each CMG gimbal held
in a one-piece bracket and supported a roller bearing at one end and the gimbal motor’s
transmission. At the base of each bracket is a precision cut angle to match the angle of
the mounting blocks to achieve a gimbal angle of 35.26◦, resulting in the desired β angle
of 54.74◦. A similar angle was cut into the top of each bracket mount so to align each
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bracket with a central, rigid cross brace. Figure 3.20 shows the CAD drawings of the
gimbal support structure prior to construction.
SimSat Main Plate
Adapter Plate
Rubber bushing
Main Bracket 
Rubber bushing
Washer & Nylock nut
Figure 3.21: Vibration Isolation
The gimbal support assembly also contains vibration isolation. Because the CMG
rotors are rotating at high speed, they will inherently produce vibrations, regardless
of rotor balance, which must be isolated from the structure. The vibration isolators
chosen were polyurethane bushing mounted on studs, which absorb the high frequency
vibrations while transmitting the CMG loads. Figure 3.21 shows the vibration isolators
installed at the base of the gimbal support bracket. Each isolator contains a threaded stud
to adjust the compression on the bushings and change their absorption characteristics.
Additionally, the bushings are a standard size and available in a variety of stiffnesses.
Initial testing shows that the CMG vibrations have no measurable impact on the LN-200
angular rate or acceleration measurements.
3.5.8 Gimbal Angle Alignment. The G0AMH encoder provides the MicroAuto-
Box with accurate measurements of the gimbal angle δ, but require specifying the initial
offset. By design, upper surface of the gimbal housing is parallel to the rotor axis, there-
fore aligning this surface parallel to the deck of SimSat aligns the angular momentum
vector parallel to the deck and specified gimbal angle δ of 0◦ for each rotor. The first step
to aligning the gimbal was to level SimSat’s deck using a bubble level. Next, a bubble
level was placed on the gimbal assembly, and then rotated until the upper surface was
parallel to the deck, shown in Fig. 3.22. Because SimSat’s deck has a small amount of
warping, the deck was leveled before adjusting each gimbal.
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Figure 3.22: Gimbal Angle Alignment
3.6 SimSat Control Program
As stated in Section 3.3.3, the Simulink model executed by the MicroAutoBox
and is responsible for all of the MicroAutoBox’s command and data handling opera-
tions. Figure 3.23 shows the root level of the Simulink model used in this research,
which consists of over 80 unique subsystems used to control every aspect SimSat’s oper-
ation. Figure 3.23 was shown earlier as Fig. 3.10. The following sections will cover the
subsystems that are most important to the operation of SimSat.
3.6.1 Data Collection from Sensors.
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Figure 3.23: Simulink Model Root
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3.6.1.1 LN-200. The LN-200 subroutines were sourced from the work
of Hines, McFarland, and Snider. These subroutines were originally written by Hines
and include McFarland’s filters to minimize the impacts of “isolated gyro corruption”
and Snider’s work to minimize impact of measurement bias.[11, 21, 34] The LN-200 sub-
routine was modified in this research to access the accelerometer data, and filtering was
added to compensate for the noise in the accelerometer measurement. The accelerometer
information was used as part of the State Update subroutines, covered in Section 3.6.2.
3.6.1.2 CANOpen Devices. All of the EPOS motor controllers used to
command the fan/thrusters, reaction wheels, and CMG gimbals, as well as the G0AMH
shaft encoders used to measure CMG gimbal angles, communicate with the MicroAuto-
Box using the CANOpen protocol. In previous research efforts with SimSat, significant
control issues existed due to the use of service data object (SDO) protocols for all com-
munications. The solution to the communications issue was twofold. First, all process
related communications were switched from SDO to process data object (PDO) protocols
as discussed in Section 3.3.2. Second, all communications with the EPOS units were syn-
chronized using a time division multiple access (TDMA) subroutine operating at 10 Hz
and synchronized to the master clock, providing 100 separate communication windows.
The EPOS units transmit only when they receive a remote transmission request (RTR),
and each actuator set has its RTRs triggered via a TDMA block with a specific window
number. Figure 24(a) shows the subroutine used to measure the status information from
the CMG gimbal motor controllers. The reaction wheel and fan/thruster reads are sim-
ilar. Port 1 is connected to an external TDMA trigger to maintain timing. Each EPOS
unit provides the following information:
• Commanded angular velocity in rpm
• Actual angular velocity measured in rpm
• Status flag byte
• Mode of operation
• Current draw in mA
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The information is provided to the operator via ControlDesk and to other subroutines
within the Simulink program as needed.
The G0AMH shaft encoders do not include the RTR protocols, and instead trans-
mit on a fixed interval. A subroutine was written that uses SDO protocols to alter the
sample time, currently specified at 5 ms, and save the new to the internal flash memory so
that the G0AMH maintain the specified configuration after a reboot. Figure 24(b) shows
the subroutine uses to receive data transmitted by the encoders, as well as provide initial
processing. Because the data does not arrive every cycle, Simulink’s numeric derivative
function could not be used to compute gimbal rates. Instead, the numeric derivative is
calculated every time new encoder information is received using the measurements and
timing data from the PDO receive block. The shaft encoder read function also applies
the necessary conversion factors and gimbal offsets so the resulting measurements are
usable within the Simulink program.
3.6.2 Update State Information. There are four key pieces of state information
that must be maintained in order for the control system to function:
• Vehicle Rate
• Vehicle Orientation
• Reaction Wheel Angular Momentum
• CMG Array Angular Momentum
The LN-200 measures the vehicle rate directly, but does not measure the vehicle atti-
tude. When SimSat is stationary, the LN-200’s accelerometers provide a measurement
of gravitational acceleration acting on SimSat about the body axes. The gravitational
acceleration is constant in the inertial space, thus using the accelerometer data the ori-
entation of SimSat’s XY-plane relative to the inertial XY-plane can be computed. The
XY-plane orientation information is used as the initial condition for the vehicle orien-
tation. Centripetal accelerations are generated when SimSat is rotating because the
LN-200 is not located at the center of rotation, and bias the acceleration measurement.
The centripetal acceleration could be accounted for using the LN-200’s body rate mea-
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(a) CMG Gimbal Motor Receive
(b) CMG G0AMH Shaft Encoder Receive
Figure 3.24: CMG Receive Subroutines
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surements but was determined to be unnecessary as the accelerometer was only used to
determine an initial orientation when the vehicle was stable and not rotating.
The vehicle orientation state is maintained internally with quaternions using the
subroutine shown in Fig. 3.25. Using quaternions ensures that SimSat can never lose its
orientation state due to singularities in the kinematics because quaternions, by design,
do not have singularities. The LN-200 body rate information is first converted into
quaternion rates using the kinematics equations from Section 2.3.1, and then integrated
using Simulink’s discrete time integration subroutines operating at 1000 Hz. The initial
orientation is either specified from the accelerometer measurements, or assumed to be
aligned with inertial space and set to [0,0,0,1].
Figure 3.25: Vehicle Orientation Update
Reaction wheel angular momentum is maintained by the reaction wheel actuator
subroutine, and calculated based on measurements provided by the EPOS unit of actual
reaction wheel speed. The CMG array angular momentum is maintained by the CMG
momentum calculation function, shown in Fig. 3.26 that computes the CMG momentum
using shaft encoder measurements.
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Figure 3.26: CMG Array Angular Momentum Update
3.6.3 Compute Control Solution. SimSat uses the linearized PID controller
derived in Section 2.5, shown in Figs. 3.27 (a), (b), and (c). The state information is
provided by the various state update subroutines, and the target information is provided
by through the ControlDesk or mLib interfaces. Proportional and integral control ele-
ments are calculated using the error between current and desired attitude. The integrator
functions have saturation limits of ±0.5 to limit integrator windup. In order to avoid
noise amplification, the derivative control element is calculated based on the quaternion
rate measured from the LN-200. The control subroutine calculates the desired change in
angular momentum necessary to achieve the desired orientation. The control subsystem
output was limited to ±0.25 N-m commanded torque to prevent producing excessive
control outputs. Because the PID operates on the quaternion error, the controller is self
re-linearizing about its current orientation and can handle discrete orientation changes
up to 35◦ without encountering nonlinearities.
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(a) Linearized Controller
(b) PID Subroutine
(c) Nonlinear Correction
Figure 3.27: Linearized PID Controller
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3.6.4 Generate Actuator Commands. The actuator commands for the reaction
wheels and CMG were implemented using the equations derived in Sections 2.3.4 and
2.4.
3.6.4.1 Fan/Thruster Actuators. The fan/thruster subsystem was sourced
from the work done by McFarland, who noted that the fan/thruster system displayed
nonlinear behavior.[21] The most accurate solution was to use a piecewise function to
convert motor rates to torque, implemented on SimSat via a series of lookup tables.
Due to the adjustment in fan location necessary to fit the larger reaction wheels, each
fan/thruster’s moment arm increased from 54.3 cm to 66 cm, or about 24%. A fixed gain
of 0.8 was applied to fan torque commands to account for the change in moment arm. Be-
cause the fan/thruster actuators were only used for momentum dumping and experiment
setup, not for data collection, a simple gain adjustment was deemed sufficient.
3.6.4.2 Reaction Wheel Actuators. The reaction wheel subsystem imple-
ments the equations derived in Section 2.3.4 using discrete time integration to calculate
the desired reaction wheel rates based on the torque commanded by the controller. The
integrator is reset when the system is shut down to prevent anomalous behavior upon
restart, and has saturation limits to prevent overdriving the reaction wheel motors. The
reaction wheel subroutine also implements a controlled spin-down function to prevent
large torques from being applied to the vehicle when SimSat is disabled. Additionally,
due to electrical current limitations the reaction wheels are limited to ±0.25 N-m of
torque effect and 300 rad/sec maximum rotor rate. Preliminary testing on a single re-
action wheel indicated that these limitations could be relaxed if the current limiting
circuitry is modified, as discussed in Section 5.2.1; however, the combined draw of three
reaction wheels required the reaction wheel torque and angular rates be limited.
3.6.4.3 CMG Moore-Penrose Pseudoinverse Steering Law. Simulink’s
Signals Toolbox contains the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse as a pre-defined block, and
was used to provide the Moore-Penrose Pseudoinverse Steering Law (MPPSL). The
Jacobian JH , derived in Section 2.3.5, is generated from the shaft encoder measurements,
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processed via the Simulink pseudoinverse block, then multiplied by the single CMG
angular momentum scalar and the desired change in angular momentum ~̇H to calculate
the gimbal rates δ̄. The Moore-Penrose block produces large gimbal rate commands as
the Jacobian approaches a singular state and the solution becomes numerically unstable.
3.6.4.4 CMG Generalized Inverse Steering Law. The Generalized Inverse
Steering Law (GISL) was implemented in Simulink using the LU Inverse block of the
Signals Toolbox, as shown in Fig. 3.28. The Jacobian JH and D matrices derived in
Section 2.4.3, in the code labeled as ‘A’ and ‘B’ respectively, are generated using the shaft
encoder measurements, and used to calculate the generalized inverse. The generalized
inverse is multiplied by the single CMG angular momentum scalar and the desired change
in angular momentum ~̇H to calculate the gimbal rates δ̄, completing the GISL calculation.
Like the MPPSL, the GISL will produce large gimbal rates when the matrix JH(JH+D)
T
becomes singular which causes the solution to become numerically unstable.
Figure 3.28: GISL Subroutine
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3.6.4.5 CMG Null Motion. The null motion subroutine calculates the
null motion solution by computing the null space of the Jacobian using the QR factor-
ization block in the Signals Toolbox and a row reduction subroutine. The null space
solution is then multiplied by a 4 second square wave to provide alternating clockwise
and counterclockwise gimbal rates within the null space.
3.6.5 Transmit Actuator Commands. The EPOS motor control units are com-
manded via PDO protocols. As with the data reads, commands are synchronized using
a TDMA subroutine. Additionally, each fan pair is tied together so that they operate
synchronously, even if there is a communications delay, which minimizes transients at
fan shutdown.
3.7 Vehicle Diagnostics
Several tests were required to identify the system characteristics and validate the
performance of SimSat using the both the reaction wheel ACS and CMG ACS. This
section details the tests conducted on SimSat to determine the system parameters and
validate the hardware.
3.7.1 Vehicle Balancing. In order to conduct any torque sensitive tests on
SimSat, the center of mass and center of rotation must be aligned, minimizing the gravity
disturbance torque so that the SimSat is neutrally stable, or balanced. Movement of
components, such as wiring, causes small shifts in the center of mass during operation;
thus removing the gravity disturbance torque completely was deemed impossible with the
current hardware setup. Contact with the air-bearing pedestal almost always resulted
in the center of mass shifting and would require a re-balance before tests could proceed.
The balancing process took place in multiple stages. The first stage, coarse balancing,
reduced the gravity disturbance torques until they were within SimSat’s control envelope.
Coarse balancing involved adding mass around the vehicle to move the center of mass.
Most of this mass was added below the main deck on adjustable rods to offset the addition
of the CMG array’s mass above the main deck, shown in Fig. 3.29. Coarse adjustments
were verified by having the vehicle balance unassisted for approximately 3 seconds.
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Z-axis
Y-axis
X-axis
Coarse Counterweight Sliding masses
Figure 3.29: SimSat Body Axes and Counterweights
The second stage of balancing was also a coarse balancing, but using SimSat’s ACS
to measure the system response. The fan/thruster actuators were used to counteract the
disturbance torques. At this stage of the research, the fan/thruster system had not been
re-calibrated, nor the control gains tuned for optimal response to account for change in
actuator location. The calibration tables and control gains from the previous SimSat
configurations were used, which was deemed acceptable for this application because the
goal was to reduce the control torque to zero, which was not affected by the change
in actuator location. First, the Z-axis balance was intentionally set high by adjusting
the location of the Z-axis counterweights, to make the vehicle unstable in the XY-plane
and very sensitive to any XY imbalance. The vehicle was then brought to level using
gravitational measurements from the accelerometers. Next, small masses, were placed or
moved around the main deck until the indicated control torques were under 0.01 N-m.
With the XY-plane balanced, the vehicle was was tilted +10◦about the X-axis, and the
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Z-axis weights were adjusted until the indicated control torques were under 0.01 N-m,
indicating neutral stability. The vehicle was then tilted to -10◦about the X-axis to verify
neutral stability. Tilt tests were also performed about the Y-axis.
The final stage of balancing was a fine balance, also using SimSat’s ACS, but this
time adjustments were performed using the 3 sliding masses mounted on the vehicle.
There were two versions of this process performed, one using the fan/thrusters and one
using the reaction wheels. The fan/thruster method was used prior to tuning the ACS
gains. The first step was to balance SimSat using the previous technique of balancing
the XY-plane, then the Z-axis. Instead of adding mass, the position of the 3 mass
sliders was changed. Once the indicated control torques averaged less than 0.005 N-m,
the fan/thruster system was disabled, allowing any disturbance torques to accumulate
until noticeable motion occurred. The fan/thruster system was enabled, adjustments
were made, and the process was repeated until neutral stability could be maintained for
approximately 15 seconds.
The reaction wheel method for fine balancing was used once the reaction wheel ACS
had been calibrated. The first step in reaction wheel balancing is to bring the vehicle
to desired starting orientation using the fan/thruster actuators and the accelerometer to
measure gravity level. During the alignment process, the reaction wheels are brought to
a complete stop. Next, the ACS is switched into reaction wheel mode for 30 seconds,
causing the reaction wheels to accumulate momentum to counteract the disturbance
torque. After 30 seconds, the results are displayed and the fan/thruster system dumps
the momentum. Adjustments are made to the slide balances until the reaction wheels
accumulate less than 0.008 N-m-s of angular momentum, indicated average disturbance
torque of 0.0025 N-m over the 30 second test.
3.7.2 Reaction Wheel Calibration and Tuning. As discussed in Section 3.4,
the change from a 10 cm rotor to a 20 cm rotor altered the performance of the char-
acteristics of the reaction wheel actuators. As a result, the reaction wheel subsystem
required adjustment to ensure the EPOS velocity controller gains provided the opti-
mum performance. The EPOS velocity controller is a PI controller, a subset of the PID
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controller previously discussed. In the process of developing the 10 cm reaction wheel
actuators, Snider, with the help of Maxon Motors, determined that the EPOS UI’s auto-
matic tuning algorithm was not designed to work with inertial load of the 10 cm reaction
wheels.[34] Instead, tuning was performed manually, using Snider’s gains of KP = 15, 000
and KI = 10 as the initial value. The reaction wheel tuning test was also the final ver-
ification for the PDO and TDMA communications implementation. For the purposes
of tuning, the TDMA algorithm for reaction wheel measurements was set to 100 Hz
sampling, while the reaction wheel commanding was maintained at 10 Hz. A series of
±0.25 N-m torque commands were issued to the reaction wheel algorithm, which then
issued a ramp command the EPOS controller. The gains KP and KI were increased
until the rise time, settling time, and overshoot were acceptable. Due to current draw
limitations specified in Section 3.4, a small rise time lag was accepted. The reaction
wheel saturation limits were also modified during this time to prevent exceeding the
electrical current limitations. The maximum speed of the EC-45 motor is limited by the
system voltage at 1030 rad/sec, but the motor’s electrical current consumption behaves
according to
I =
τ Ψ
η(Ψ) V
(3.1)
where I is the motor current required, τ is the torque generated (including torque to
overcome losses), Ψ is the instantaneous operating speed, η(Ψ) is the motor efficiency
which is a function of Ψ and has a maximum value of 85% for the EC-45, and V is the
supply voltage. In order to ensure that 0.25 N-m of torque is available for all reaction
wheels under all operating conditions, the reaction wheels require a saturation limit lower
than the 1030 rad/sec that is theoretically available. The results of the reaction wheel
tuning are in Section 4.2, with the final gains being KP = 20, 000 and KI = 200 for all
three reaction wheels. These gains remained constant for all other tests conducted in
this research. [34, 17, 18].
3.7.3 Vehicle MOI Testing. SimSat’s MOI affects all aspects of the vehicle’s
performance, and must be known in order to verify that the CMG and reaction wheel
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subsystems are performing as designed. SimSat is both too large and too heavy to
test on AFIT’s XLR250 test stand. In previous work with SimSat, the vehicle MOI
was measured by applying a reference torque to the vehicle and measuring its angular
acceleration.[21, 34] According to Euler’s equation, previously derived in Section 2.3.2
and restated here as Eq (3.2)
~M = I ~̇ωbi + ~ωbi × I ~ωbi. (3.2)
In order to remove the nonlinear term ~ωbi × I ~ωbi, the control torque was assumed to
applied to a single principal axis, which simplifies Eq. (3.2) to
M1 = I1ω̇1
M2 = I2ω̇2
M3 = I3ω̇3
(3.3)
where the 1-, 2-, and 3-axes are the X-, Y-, and Z-axes, respectively. In previous research,
the torque was applied by adding an known mass at a fixed distance. While the previously
used method produced acceptable results, the manual effort required precluded taking
a large number of samples. Instead, a new method was developed in this research that
uses the reaction wheel subsystem to compute the vehicle’s MOI using Euler’s equation
with the reaction wheels, derived in Section 2.3.4 and restated for convenience here
~M = Ib ~̇ωbi +

IrwΨ̇1
IrwΨ̇2
IrwΨ̇3
+ ~ωbi ×
Ib ~ωbi +

IrwΨ1
IrwΨ2
IrwΨ3

 . (3.4)
Assuming the external torques are negligible and angular motion is constrained to the
principal axis, Eq. (3.4) reduces to
~0 = Ib ~̇ωbi +

IrwΨ̇1
IrwΨ̇2
IrwΨ̇3
 (3.5)
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which can be decoupled and re-arranged to yield
I1ω̇1 = −IrwΨ̇1
I2ω̇2 = −IrwΨ̇2
I3ω̇3 = −IrwΨ̇3
. (3.6)
It is important to note that Eq. (3.6) is only valid if motion occurs about a single axis.
Using Eq. (3.6), SimSat’s scalar moments of inertia can be measured by applying a
fixed angular acceleration to the reaction wheel and measuring SimSat’s response using
the LN-200. The advantage to using the reaction wheels is to negate the cosine losses
encountered when using an applied mass to generate a gravitational torque as explained
by McFarland.[21] Additionally, the reaction wheel technique requires no operator inter-
action, a potential source of error and can be easily repeated. Using Matlab and mLib,
a subroutine was written to perform the following actions:
1. Establish starting orientation and null out the angular rates using fan/thruster
subsystem
2. Disable fan/thruster subsystem
3. Begin recording of body rates ~ω and reaction wheel rates ~Ψ
4. Wait 1 sec for any disturbances to accumulate. If so, the test can be rejected in
post processing.
5. Apply fixed angular acceleration corresponding to 0.1 N-m to specified reaction
wheel for 4 sec
6. Terminate recording
7. Zero reaction wheel rates
8. Enable fan thruster subsystem and re-establish initial orientation
Prior to the test, the vehicle was fine balanced using the fan balance technique. The MOI
test was performed twenty times in both the positive and negative directions for each
axis. For the X- and Y-axes, the starting orientation was ±5◦, depending on direction,
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to provide sufficient travel to prevent collision with the pedestal. Tests about the Z-axis
were conducted from level orientation. The results of the MOI test are discussed in
Section 4.3.
3.7.4 CMG Rotor and Gimbal Testing. Before testing the CMG array’s per-
formance as an attitude control actuator, it was necessary to perform a component level
validation and calibration. The components tested were the rotor motors, gimbal mo-
tors, and gimbal shaft encoders to ensure each component was functioning as intended
and eliminate it as a source of error.
Figure 3.30: CMG Rotor Calibration
Each CMG rotor is driven by a Maxon EC-45 flat motor with integrated control
electronics. The control electronics drive the motor to a fixed speed based on the supplied
signal voltage, with an ideal no-load linear response of 60 rpm/V up to a maximum of
6000 rpm at 10 V. Each rotor motor is connected to the MicroAutoBox digital to analog
converter (DAC), which can produce a voltage ranging from 0-4.5 V in increments of
0.0044 V, allowing the MicroAutoBox to specify speeds up to 2700 rpm, slightly below
the design speed of 3000 rpm. A Cole-Parmer 8210 photo-tachometer, shown in Fig. 3.30
was used to measure the rotation rate of each rotor and verify the performance. Due
to bearing friction, each rotor had a unique speed, ranging from 2630 rpm to 2690 rpm
for a 4.5 V signal. While the difference was less than 2%, it was significant enough
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to require adjustment. Therefore, each rotor speed was adjusted downward to achieve
a measured rate of 2600 rpm, verified using the photo-tachometer to ±10 rpm. These
voltage offsets were hard coded into the Simulink model. Operating at 2600 rpm, the
rotors store approximately 0.45 N-m-s of angular momentum each, giving the CMG array
approximately ±1.47 N-m-s about the Z-axis or ±1.42 N-m-s about the X- and Y-axes, a
reduction of about 13% from the original design, but still within the design specifications.
Each CMG gimbal motor is controlled by an EPOS 70/10 module. The EPOS
UI’s automatic tuning program was used to determine the PI controller gains. Unlike
the reaction wheels, the CMG gimbal mechanism has a low enough moment of inertial
relative to the motor, that the automatic tuning algorithm was able to specify gains
which provided acceptable rise and settling times with minimal overshoot. With the
gimbal motors gains calibrated, it was necessary to verify that the gimbal motors and
gimbal shaft encoders were producing the same measurements. The test consisted of
applying a fixed rate to the gimbal motor and validating that the shaft encoder position
measurements matched the expected rated. Additionally, shaft encoder measurements
were differentiated in real-time using information from the PDO communications block,
discussed in Section 3.6. The tests indicated solid correlation between shaft encoder
measurements and gimbal motor commands. Full results of these tests are provided in
Section 4.4.
3.7.5 CMG and Reaction Wheel Gain Tuning. The PID attitude controller
gains were adjusted manually using the modified Ziegler-Nichols tuning rules.[24] A 20◦
Z-axis slew was used for baseline calibration of each actuator system, with the focus
on minimizing settling time and steady state error. The fan/thruster gains were tuned
first to allow the fan/thruster system to be used for stabilization and momentum dump-
ing between experimental runs. The initial fan/thruster gain values were taken from
McFarland’s PID setup used for system calibration. The KP was increased until rise
time reached an acceptable value. KD was then increased until settling time reached
an acceptable level with minimal overshoot, maintaining an under-damped response.
KI was then increased to achieve the desired steady state response. Increasing KI ad-
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versely affected the settling time, therefore KP and KD were adjusted to compensate
for changes in KI . Lastly, the Z-axis gains were tested for suitability about the X- and
Y-axis. The final fan/thruster control gains were KP = 5,KI = 0.2, and KD = 8. The
fan/thruster gains were used as the initial values for tuning the reaction wheel and CMG
systems. Additionally, the tuned fan/thruster system minimized setup time for repeat
experiments.
The reaction wheel control gains were tuned using the same techniques used to
tune the fan/thruster actuators, using a 20◦ Z-axis slew as a split between the X- and
Y-axis requirement and the Z-axis requirement. Initial attempts were hampered by a
significant phase lag present in the EPOS motor controller. Tuning the reaction wheel
controller’s PI gains, addressed in Section 3.7.2 reduced the phase lag to 0.4 sec, but
was unable to eliminate the phase lag entirely. As a result of the phase lag, the gains
determined for the fan/thruster ACS caused and unstable system when used with the
reaction wheel ACS. KP was therefore reduced until stability was achieved, followed by
adjusting KD and KI to achieve the desired settling time and steady state response. The
final reaction wheel control gains chosen were KP = 2,KI = 0.1, and KD = 4.
The initial CMG control gains were set using the fan/thruster values. The CMG
array was well behaved with the fan/thruster values, such that any adjustment to KP
decreased overall performance. Increasing KD did, however, improve settling time, as
did decreasing KI with minimal impact to the steady state performance the ACS. The
final values for the CMG gains were KP = 5,KI = 0.1, and KD = 11.
3.7.6 CMG and Reaction Wheel Rest-to-Rest Testing. The positional accuracy
and rest-to-rest, or slew, maneuver capabilities of the CMG and reaction wheel actuators
was tested by commanding specific orientations to the vehicle, and recording the resulting
vehicle response. The purpose of this test set was to test SimSat’s ACS performance
against the performance specifications presented in Chapter I. An mLib script was written
to automate the following testing procedure:
1. Using the fan/thrusters, establish and maintain level alignment using the ac-
celerometer to determine XY-plane level
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2. Zero reaction wheel rates and align gimbals to starting angles
3. Simultaneously disable fan/thruster system and enable system under test
4. Command desired orientation
5. Record data for 30 seconds
6. Switch back to fan/thruster system upon test completion and hold position
The X- and Y-axis slew maneuvers were ±10◦, while the Z-axis slew maneuvers were
±30◦. Table 3.3 lists the actuator configurations tested. Two initial conditions were
chosen for the CMG gimbals, both of which are zero net momentum configurations,
to observe different singular configurations within the CMG momentum envelope. The
specific conditions of δ̄0=[0,0,0,0] and δ̄0=[+π/2,−π/2,+π/2,−π/2] were chosen because
they are the two extreme starting conditions within the zero net momentum solution
space.
Table 3.3: Rest-to-Rest Actuator Configurations
Actuator Steering Law Initial Gimbal Angles δ̄0
Reaction Wheels N/A N/A
CMG MPPSL [0,0,0,0]
CMG MPPSL [π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
]
CMG GISL [0,0,0,0]
CMG GISL [π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
]
Results and analysis of the rest-to-rest testing are Section 4.5.
3.7.7 CMG and Reaction Wheel Torque Testing. Both the CMG and reaction
wheel ACS were tested for both torque generation capability and accuracy by applying a
mass to the edge of the vehicle, 60 cm from the center of rotation, with the control system
enabled. For the X- and Y-axis tests, a short piece of string was attached to the vehicle
along one of the fan support arms at 60 cm from the center of SimSat’s air-bearing.
For the Zaxis, a string and low friction pulley were used, with pulley positioned so the
string was in the XY-plane and tangent to the vehicle, ensuring only a Z-torque would be
applied. Prior to each test set, the vehicle was fine balanced using the reaction wheels to
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minimize gravitational disturbance torques and account for any disturbances introduced
by the string. An mLib script was written to perform the following test procedure:
1. Using fan/thrusters, establish and maintain level alignment using the accelerometer
to determine XY-plane level
2. Zero reaction wheel rates and align gimbals to starting angles
3. Request operator apply disturbance torque
4. Begin recording and wait 1 second.
5. Simultaneously disable fan/thruster system and enable system under test
6. Record data for specified time (test dependent)
7. Switch back to fan/thruster system upon test completion and hold position
Figures 3.31 (a) and (b) show the setup of the X- and Z- axis tests. Due to actuator lo-
cations, all torques were applied in the negative body axis directions. The same actuator
configurations used for rest-to-rest maneuvers were used for disturbance torque testing,
with three different torques being applied:
1. 0.101 N-m - 17.2 g
2. 0.199 N-m - 33.8 g
3. 0.250 N-m - 42.6 g
A no load control test was also performed using the reaction wheel ACS and the
CMG ACS with the Moore-Penrose Pseudoinverse Steering Law. In order to ensure
SimSat maintained a balanced configuration, tests were stopped whenever the control
system saturated or reached an impassable singularity. This prevented SimSat from
colliding with the pedestal which would alter the vehicle’s balance as wiring shifts due
to impact shock. Results and analysis of the torque testing are in Section 4.6.
3.7.8 CMG Null Motion. In order to verify the null motion behavior of the
CMG array, the null motion gimbal rates were applied to the vehicle. Ideally, the null mo-
tion solution should not cause any angular momentum exchange with the rest of SimSat.
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Placeholder for X-MOI Test
(a) X-axis Test (b) Z-axis Test
Figure 3.31: Disturbance Torque Testing
Initial null motion tests were done by applying the null motion solution, starting from
the zero angular momentum gimbal configuration with vehicle at rest and the reaction
wheel and fan/thruster ACS disabled. Despite performing a fine balance before the test,
the disturbance torques could not be separated from momentum disturbances generated
by the CMG movement. In order to isolate the effect of disturbance torques, the null
motion behavior was applied while using the reaction wheel ACS. The reaction wheel
ACS acted as the sensor by storing any angular momentum the CMG array exchanges
with body. The testing procedure used was:
1. Using fan/thrusters, establish and maintain level alignment using the accelerometer
to determine XY-plane level
2. Zero reaction wheel rates and align gimbals to starting angles
3. Switch to reaction wheel system
4. Record disturbances for 30 seconds
5. Switch to fan/thruster system
6. Using fan/thrusters, establish and maintain level alignment using the accelerometer
to determine XY-plane level
7. Zero reaction wheel rates and align gimbals to starting angles
8. Switch to reaction wheel subsystem
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9. Initiate CMG null motion behavior - 2 seconds clockwise, 2 seconds counterclock-
wise
10. Record disturbances for 30 seconds
11. Switch back to fan/thruster system upon test completion and hold position
By comparing the reaction wheel behavior with and without null motion, the majority
of the disturbance torques can be isolated from any momentum exchange generated by
the null motion. Results from the null motion test are in Section 4.7.
3.7.9 CMG Torque Multiplication Testing. In order to calculate the potential
torque multiplication of the CMG array, it was necessary to measure the torque generated
by the gimbal motors for a given gimbal rate, and the corresponding torque output of the
CMG at a specific gimbal rate. Due to losses in both the bearing and transmission, the
motor current usage cannot be used to directly measure the theoretical torque applied by
motor to the gimbal. Instead, the reaction wheel system was used to indirectly measure
the torque applied to the CMG gimbals using conservation of angular momentum. Prior
to installation, the CMG gimbal assembly’s gimbal axis scalar moment of inertia was de-
termined to be 3.52x10−3 kg-m2 using the XR250. Because of the pyramid configuration,
applying an equal torque to all four gimbals will result in a Z-axis momentum exchange.
With the rotors disabled, the torque applied by the gimbals, accelerating equally, is
TG =
1
4 cos(54.74◦)
TGa = −
1
4 cos(54.74◦)
Ḣz (3.7)
where TG is the torque applied to the gimbal, cos(54.74
◦) is the β angle, and TGa is the net
torque effect, or change in angular momentum of the gimbal assembly on SimSat. With
the reaction wheel ACS enabled, the change in angular momentum will be counteracted
by the Z-axis reaction wheel, providing a measurement for Ḣz in Eq. (3.7). In order to
account for disturbance torques, a zero gimbal motion test was performed prior to the
gimbal rate tests.
The second component to testing torque multiplication was to determine the torque
generated by each CMG when a given gimbal rate was applied. With the pyramid
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configuration, if all CMGs have the same initial angle and equal rate, then the torque
applied will purely about the Z-axis, with peak torque magnitude occurring at δ = 0 and
δ = 180◦. In terms of the individual CMGs, the torque produced is
Tcmg =
1
4 sin(54.74◦)
Tcmga = −
1
4 sin(54.74◦)
Ḣz (3.8)
where Tcmg is torque effect generated by each individual CMG, Tnet is the total torque
effect produced, and 1
4 cos(54.74◦)
accounts for geometry and cancellation within the CMG
array. By applying a fixed gimbal rate while running the reaction wheel ACS, the
torque generated by the CMG array is counteracted by the reaction wheels providing a
measurement of Ḣz. Measuring at the δ = 0 crossing will provide a measure of the peak
torque produced by the CMG array.
Therefore, the following test procedure was used to determine the torque amplifi-
cation:
1. Using fan/thrusters, establish and maintain level alignment using the accelerometer
to determine XY-plane level
2. Zero reaction wheel rates and align gimbals to starting angles
3. Switch to reaction wheel system
4. Record disturbances for 30 seconds
5. Switch to fan/thruster system
6. Using fan/thrusters, establish and maintain level alignment using the accelerometer
to determine XY-plane level
7. Zero reaction wheel rates and align gimbals to starting angles
8. Switch to reaction wheel system and apply fixed gimbal rates for 30 seconds with
CMG rotors disabled
9. Record gimbal torques gimbal motor current draw
10. Switch to fan/thruster system
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11. Using fan/thrusters, establish and maintain level alignment using the accelerometer
to determine XY-plane level
12. Zero reaction wheel rates, align gimbals to starting angles, and enable CMG rotors
13. Switch to reaction wheel system and apply fixed gimbal rates for 30 seconds with
CMG rotors enabled
14. Record CMG array torques
15. Switch to fan/thruster system upon test completion and hold position
The data collected was then post processed using Eqns. (3.7) and (3.8) to calculate
torque multiplication. Additionally, the gimbal actuation torque was calculated using
the Maxon motor specifications for the EC-MAX-30 and the recorded gimbal motor
current draw which estimates the total torque produced by the motors including losses
to the gimbal bearings. Results and analysis are in Section 4.8.
3.8 Summary
Chapter III presented the methodology used in the design, construction, integra-
tion, software development, and validation of the low cost CMG array for SimSat and
revisions to the reaction wheel subsystem. The relevant hardware, existing and new,
as well as software interfaces used during development were discussed. SimSat’s oper-
ating program, including actuator communications, control law and steering law was
presented. Lastly, the testing procedures used to characterize and validate SimSat’s
CMG and reaction wheel subsystems was described.
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IV. Results and Analysis
4.1 Introduction
Chapter IV evaluates the results and analysis of the system validation tests de-
scribed in Section 3.7, specifically:
1. Reaction Wheel Calibration and Tuning
2. Vehicle MOI Test
3. CMG Gimbal Test
4. CMG and Reaction Wheel Rest-to-Rest Test
5. CMG and Reaction Wheel Torque Test
6. CMG Null Motion Test
7. CMG Torque Multiplication Test
As described in Section 3.7, all data was captured on the Mini-Box PC using mLib scripts
to execute the experiment. Automating the experiments and data capture in scripts, the
tests described in Section 3.7 can be easily repeated and evaluated for consistency. This
chapter presents a subset of the results, along with the accompanying analysis of the
complete data collected. Additional results figures are provided in Appendix A.
4.2 Reaction Wheel Calibration and Tuning Results
This section presents the results of the reaction wheel calibration and tuning tests
described in Section 3.7.2; with the goal of validating the communications protocols and
adjusting EPOS PI controller settings to account for the increased MOI of the 20 cm
reaction wheels. The results of the X-axis, -0.25 N-m test are shown in Fig. 4.1, where
Fig. 4.1(a) are the original EPOS PI gains of KP = 15, 000 and KI = 10, and Fig. 4.1(a)
are the final gains selected. The Y- and Z-axis reaction wheels had nearly identical
responses, and can be found in Appendix A1.1. It is important to note that for this test,
the TDMA subroutine for measuring the reaction wheel was set to 100 Hz to observe
the behavior between command intervals. The initial gain values of KP = 15, 000 and
KI = 10 resulted in significant phase lag, seen in Fig. 1(a) where the response fails
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to match the commanded ramp function within the 2 second window. The impact of
the phase lag was significant enough that initial attempts to tune the PID attitude
controller for the reaction wheel system were completely unsuccessful because of phase
lag induced instability. Increasing the gains to KP = 20, 000 and KI = 200 reduced
the phase lag to about 0.5 seconds, but was unable to eliminate it. Increasing the gains
above KP = 20, 000 and KI = 200 resulted in the EPOS controllers exceeding the
available current which caused a low voltage fault and would shut down the EPOS. The
2.7 Ω resistor bank nominally allows for 13.7 A at 37 V; however, the battery voltage
varies from 40 V when fully charged to 34 V when nearly discharged. As the battery
voltage drops, so does the current limit imposed by the resistor bank. Relaxing the
current limitations by decreasing the total resistance of the resistor array should allow
the reaction wheel controller PI gains to be increased and further reduce the phase lag
in the reaction wheels.
During this controller tuning phase, the reaction wheel saturation limits were also
locked down. Initially, a 630 rad/sec limit was imposed on the reaction wheels but this
limit not strict enough and resulted in a low voltage fault on the reaction wheel EPOS
units anytime more than one wheel approached saturation. When a low voltage fault
occurs, the EPOS unit shuts down the motor power circuitry, allowing the reaction wheel
to spin freely. The high gains in the PI controller cause the EPOS to draw significantly
more current than is predicted by the motor power equation listed in Section 2.3.4.
The digital shunt regulator’s (DSR) capacitors address short term transients, but are
insufficient to handle sustained loads. The solution chosen was to lower the saturation
limit to 314 rad/sec, which eliminated the low-voltage under most operating conditions.
The lowered saturation limit means that the 20 cm reaction wheels provide 2.49 N-m-s
of angular momentum storage and still provide 0.25 N-m of torque, a 22% increase for
the X- and Y-axis reaction wheels but a 37% decrease for the Z-axis reaction wheel. The
20 cm wheel is, however, roughly 1/3rd the mass of the 10 cm X- and Y- axis reaction
wheels. Increasing the current limit by decreasing the resistance of the resistor array to
1.6 Ω should be sufficient to raise the saturation limit to 500 rad/sec and allow the 20 cm
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wheel to store the same angular momentum as the 10 cm Z-axis wheel. Modification of
the resistor array is discussed further in Section 5.2.1.
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Figure 4.1: X-axis Reaction Wheel Calibration Response -0.25 N-m Commanded
Torque
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4.3 Vehicle MOI Test Results
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Figure 4.2: Z-axis MOI Test Run
This section presents the results of the vehicle MOI tests described in Section 3.7.3.
The results of the vehicle MOI testing were mixed because of an inability to eliminate
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gravitational disturbance torques and the incorrect assumption that the X-,Y-, and Z-
axes are the principal axes. Figure 4.2 shows the measurements captured during a typical
test run performed about the Z-axis. It is important to note movement about both the
X- and Y-axes, which indicated the presence of disturbance torques, products of inertia,
misalignment of the reaction wheel, or all three. The time window of 2.5 sec to 4.5 sec was
used to calculate the angular acceleration of both the reaction wheel and SimSat using
Matlab’s ‘polyfit’ algorithm and specifying a linear (first-order) fit. The mean and
standard deviation were calculated for the 20 test runs in each direction, and histograms
of the data was plotted to locate trends and outliers. Figures 4.3 through 4.5 show the
the results of the testing sets, with the final mean and standard deviation provided in
Table 4.1. The difference between the positive and negative torque tests indicate that
despite balancing efforts, a significant gravitational disturbance torque was present in
nearly all of the tests. Additionally, movement about all three axes was observed in
most tests, indicating that the defined body axes X-, Y-, and Z-axes are close to, but
not actually the principal axes and there are non-zero products of inertia for the chosen
body axis set. The presence of non-zero products of inertia invalidates the assumption
that X-, Y-, and Z-axes are principal axes, but the effects due to the products inertia
could not be decoupled from disturbance torques and were deemed to be negligible for
the remainder of the research effort. Accurately measuring the full MOI matrix including
products of inertia, and methods to minimize the gravitational disturbance torques are
suggested as future research efforts in Section 5.2.
Table 4.1: MOI Test Results
Axis Mean (kg-m2) St Dev
X 7.58 0.615
Y 8.12 0.256
Z 13.15 0.166
4.4 CMG Gimbal Test Results
This section presents the results of the CMG gimbal testing described in Sec-
tion 3.7.4. The CMG gimbal tests validated the performance of the gimbal motors by
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comparing the shaft encoder measurements with the rates commanded to the gimbal
motor EPOS controller. The shaft encoder rate measurements were differentiated in
real-time by the MicroAutoBox using the algorithm described in Section 3.6.1.2. The
shaft encoder measurements were also differentiated in post-processing using Matlab’s
linear fit algorithm. Figure 4.6 shows the test results for gimbal 1 at ±1 rad/sec. As
expected, the real-time differential is noisy, but bounded and the results clearly indicate
that the commanded and measured values are equal, therefore the gimbal motors are
functioning as intended. Thus, all gimbal angle measurements were taken from the shaft
encoders, while gimbal rates were measured using the gimbal motor rate from the EPOS
controller. Results from the tests performed on gimbals 2, 3, and 4 are in Appendix 1.3.
4.5 CMG and Reaction Wheel Rest-to-Rest Test Results
The position hold and rest-to-rest maneuver tests were conducted to validate Sim-
Sat’s ACS performance against the following performance criteria from Chapter I:
1. Positioning accuracy shall be ±0.01◦,
2. A±10◦ rest-to-rest maneuver about the X- and Y-axis shall be demonstrated within
10 seconds,
3. A ±30◦ rest-to-rest maneuver about the Z-axis shall be demonstrated within 10
seconds,
4. and SimSat’s angular velocity shall not exceed exceed 180◦/sec,
using the tests described in Section 3.7.6.
Before discussing the actual results, it is useful to compute the theoretical per-
formance of SimSat for the slew maneuvers to provide a reference for comparison and
ensure that SimSat can complete the maneuver within the required time. Based on the
controller’s maximum torque command of ±0.25 N-m, the theoretical minimum time
slew can be computed by assuming ‘bang-bang’ torque application along a principal axis
with no disturbance torques, resulting in
tslew =
√
θslew
I
τ
(4.1)
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Figure 4.6: Gimbal 1 Verification
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where tslew is the time required to complete the slew, θslew is the angle traveled in radians,
τ is the applied torque, and I is the moment of inertia about the axis of rotation. For a
10◦ slew, the minimum time required is 2.3 seconds; for a 30◦slew the minimum time is
5.25 seconds.
The position hold test was performed using the reaction wheels and the CMG
array with the Moore-Penrose Pseudoinverse Steering Law (MPPSL) with the gimbal
initial angles set at δ̄0=[0,0,0,0]. The rest-to-rest tests were performed on each axis in
both directions using the reaction wheels and both the MPPSL and Generalized Inverse
Steering Law (GISL) with different initial gimbal angles, as listed in Table 4.2, for a total
of 30 reorientation tests, and 32 tests total. The X- and Y-axis tests produced similar
results due to similar MOI and actuator configuration, therefore the Y-axis test results
are provided in Appendix A1.4. The positive and negative direction tests also produced
similar results so the negative slew tests are also in Appendix A1.4. The reaction wheel
tests will be covered first, followed by the CMG position hold, X-axis, and finally Z-axis
tests. Additionally, only the quaternion vector ~q, is plotted for angular orientation as q4
remains close to 1 in all tests and does not provide additional insight into the response
behavior.
Table 4.2: Rest-to-Rest Actuator Configurations
Actuator Steering Law Initial Gimbal Angles δ̄0
Reaction Wheels N/A N/A
CMG MPPSL [0,0,0,0]
CMG MPPSL [π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
]
CMG GISL [0,0,0,0]
CMG GISL [π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
]
4.5.1 Reaction Wheel Rest-to-Rest Test Results. In order to meet the position
hold requirement of ±0.01◦, the ACS must hold q1 through q3 to less than 8.75x10−5 for
the duration of the test, as indicated on by the bounding bars in Fig. 4.7(a). The X-axis
error, q1 clearly has an initial transient that requires the ACS approximately 12 sec to
address, but the system is able to drive this error to within the tolerance. The initial
transient is likely the result of multiple error sources, including gyroscope noise shown
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in Fig. 4.7(b), misalignments of the reaction wheels and LN-200, and phase lag of the
reaction wheels. There is also a minor signal anomaly on the Z-axis wheel at 9̃ seconds
which is likely the result of noise on the CAN bus. Additionally, Fig. 4.7(c) indicates a
small, but measurable accumulation of angular momentum about the both the X- and
Y-axes, indicating disturbance torque.
The X-axis slew test required a +10◦ slew, requiring that q1 reach a value of
+8.72x10−2 ±8.7x10−5 while q1 and q3 remain zero. Figure 4.8 shows the results of this
test. SimSat fails to reach the desired orientation within the 30 second sampling window
but clearly overshoots the target as indicated in Fig. 4.8(a). The rapid rise followed
by slow decay decay seen in Fig. 4.8(a) is indicative of integrator windup caused by
restricting the reaction wheel torque to 0.25 N-m as discussed in Section 2.5.1. Adjust-
ments to the ACS tuning should allow SimSat to reach the target within the 10 second
requirement. Additionally, the rise time is nearly double the theoretical time for SimSat
to complete the maneuver, indicating either disturbance torques or that the MOI esti-
mates are incorrect. Fig. 4.8(c) shows the X-axis reaction wheel accumulates momentum
throughout the test indicating a disturbance torque about the X-axis. Finally, the X-
axis reaction wheel rates and body rates display an oscillation which grows in magnitude
starting about 17 seconds into the test. The oscillation indicates that the control system
with these gains may not be stable and further evaluation is suggested.
The Z-axis slew test involved a +30◦ slew, requiring that q3 reach a value of
+2.61x10−1 ±8.7x10−5 while q1 and q2 remain zero. Figure 4.9 shows the results of
this test. Like the X-axis slew, SimSat overshoots the target at 9 seconds into the test
but fails to settle in the allotted time, shown in Fig. 4.9(a). The vehicle does however
end very close to the target, indicating that the gains for the Z-axis are better tuned.
Additionally, there is a clear Y-axis transient at the start of the test, shown in Fig 4.9(b)
that SimSat must overcome, and a second transient along the X-axis that occurs when
the Z-axis reaction wheel first starts. The cause of this transient is unknown, but is
likely due to either misalignment of the reaction wheel causing coupling between the X-
and Z-reaction wheels cross-coupling due to the Z-axis not being one of the principal
axes. Lastly, as in previous tests, the X- and Y-reaction wheels end the test with stored
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Figure 4.8: Reaction Wheel 10◦ X-axis Slew
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angular momentum, indicating the presence of disturbance torques. Finally, there is an
oscillation in the Y-axis reaction wheel measurements and Y-axis body rates. A similar
oscillation was encountered during the tuning phase which was attributed to the phase
lag in the reaction wheel system.
Summarizing the reaction wheel rest-to-rest maneuver tests, it is clear that the
reaction wheels are capable of providing precision maneuvering, however the PID control
should be adjusted if faster settling times are required. The presence of oscillations in
the Z-axis slew test indicate that the gain settings used may have stability issues due
to the interaction between the controller and the reaction wheel actuators, and SimSat’s
body dynamics. The PID control system needs to be re-tuned to provide stability and
compensate for the reaction wheel actuator phase lag.
4.5.2 CMG Rest-to-Rest Test Results. The CMG position hold test was per-
formed using the MPPSL, requiring the vehicle maintain its attitude to within ±0.01◦;
in quaternions maintain q1 through q3 to less than 8.75x10
−5 for the duration of the test.
The results, shown in Fig. 4.10(a), indicate that the CMG array ACS was able to hold
SimSat at this orientation for the 30 second test. Figures 4.10(c) and (d) show that the
gimbals moved slowly but steadily to counteract a small disturbance torque, primarily
about the Y-axis based on the angular momentum stored by the CMG array at the end of
the experiment. Because the gimbals did not move a significant amount during this test
no singularities were encountered, and therefore the GISL and alternate initial gimbal
initial conditions δ̄0 were not tested.
4.5.2.1 CMG X-axis Slew Maneuvers. The X-axis maneuver requirement
is to slew 10◦ and settle to within ±0.01◦ in 10 seconds or less, with the quaternion equiv-
alent of having q1 reach a value of +8.72x10
−2 ±8.7x10−5 while q2 and q3 remain zero.
The results of the test conducted with δ̄0 = [0,0,0,0], shown in Fig. 4.11(a) indicate that
the ACS reached the desired slew angle, overshot, and failed to settle in time. As with the
reaction wheels, the CMG ACS displays signs of integrator windup adversely affecting
performance. Figure 4.11(c) and (d) indicate that the CMG array may have encoun-
tered a singularity shortly before 5 seconds into the test, but the array was able to pass
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Figure 4.10: CMG Position Hold, MPPSL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0]
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through it without affecting the orientation. Note that the gimbal angle measurements
wrap from -π to π but the gimbal has unrestricted motion. Figure 4.11(c) also shows
that instead of returning to their original configuration, gimbals 1 and 3 completed the
slew maneuver by transitioning π rads, or 180◦ away from their starting configuration.
Additionally, despite being a rest-to-rest maneuver, the CMG array did accumulate a
stored angular momentum of [-0.0552, -0.3941, 0.0546] N-m-s or a magnitude of 0.4017
N-m-s, indicating disturbance torques acting on the vehicle.
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Figure 4.11: CMG 10◦ X-axis Slew, MPPSL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0]
The 10◦ X-axis slew was repeated using the MPPSL with the δ̄0 = [
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
],
and the results shown in Fig. 4.12. The attitude and body rate responses shown in
Fig. 4.12(a) and (b) are nearly identical to those seen in Fig. 4.11(a) and (b), except
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for a small transient at about 1 second after the movement is commanded. Unlike the
previous test, starting with δ̄0 = [
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
] leads to all CMGs being involved in the
movement, rather than only two as observed in the previous test with δ̄0 = [0,0,0,0].
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Figure 4.12: CMG 10◦ X-axis Slew, MPPSL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
]
The 10◦ X-axis slew was repeated using the using the GISL using δ̄0=[0,0,0,0] and
δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
] with results shown in Figs. 4.13 and 4.14, respectively. Figure 4.13
shows that the GISL tried to couple null motion to move gimbals 2 and 4 as gimbals 1
and 3 approach π
2
, leading to a temporary shift in the vehicle’s orientation seen shortly
before 5 seconds into the test. Comparing the result with the MPPSL maneuver for
the same conditions, the MPPSL appears to have smoother control and fewer deviations
from the shortest path. Comparing the GISL and MPPSL solutions for δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
],
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the GISL test appears to encounter a singularity near the end of the test, indicated in
Fig. 4.14(d) by the rapid oscillations in the gimbal rates that begin approximately 27
seconds into the test.
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Figure 4.13: CMG 10◦ X-axis Slew, GISL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0]
4.5.2.2 CMG Z-axis Slew Maneuvers. The Z-axis slew test required
SimSat to slew 30◦about the Z-axis to have q3 equal +2.61x10
−1 ±8.7x10−5 and maintain
q1 and q2 equal to zero. Figure 4.15 shows the results using MPPSL with δ̄0=[0,0,0,0],
with Fig. 4.15(a) showing that SimSat nearly reached the target at 20 seconds into
the test. Analytical results show that the ±0.01◦requirement was not satisfied, however
it is clear that the control gains are fairly good for this maneuver range. Analyzing
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Figure 4.14: CMG 10◦ X-axis Slew, GISL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
]
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Fig. 4.15(c), the algorithm reached saturation of δ̄=[−π
2
,−π
2
,−π
2
,−π
2
] about 7 seconds
into the test, maintained saturation briefly, then continued to move the gimbal angles
to δ̄=[π,π,π,π] rather than reversing direction and returning to the initial condition of
zero. It is important to note that the gimbal angle measurement wraps around from
−π to π and mathematically the angles are equal. As with previous tests, there is an
accumulation of angular momentum in the system, in this test [-0.1286, -0.4998, 0.0369]
N-m-s or a magnitude of 0.5174 N-m-s, indicating the presence of disturbance torques
and there are indications that these disturbances pushed the system toward a singularity,
as indicated by the oscillating gimbal rates in Fig. 4.15(d) around 27 seconds into the
test.
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Figure 4.15: CMG 30◦ Z-axis Slew, MPPSL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0]
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Applying the same Z-axis slew using the MPPSL with δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], shown in
Fig. 4.16, resulted in vehicle movements similar to those in Fig. 4.15(a) and (b), but
drastically different gimbal movements. At approximately 5 seconds into the test, the
gimbals approach a singular state as indicated by the large gimbal rates in Fig. 4.16(d),
but passed through the singularity before approaching saturation. Comparing the two
initial conditions, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0] was able to saturate the array in less time and achieve a
faster overall response because it did not have to pass through a singularity.
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Figure 4.16: CMG 30◦ Z-axis Slew, MPPSL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
]
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the results from the Z-axis slew test using the GISL
with the two initial conditions. Comparing Fig. 4.17 with 4.15, the responses are nearly
identical which is expected because there are no singularities on the path between the
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Figure 4.17: CMG 30◦ Z-axis Slew, GISL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0]
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Figure 4.18: CMG 30◦ Z-axis Slew, GISL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
]
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initial condition of δ̄0=[0,0,0,0] and a Z-axis saturation of δ̄=[−π2 ,−
π
2
,−π
2
,−π
2
]. The GISL
does not perform as well with the starting condition of δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], however it
does not enter the singularity that the MPPSL enters when starting from the same
initial conditions. Figure 4.17(c) also shows that the GISL never approached the Z-axis
saturation point, as gimbals 1 and 3 move away from π
2
and do not return.
4.5.2.3 CMG and Reaction Wheel Slew Test Conclusions. Overall, the
slew maneuver tests indicated that both the reaction wheel ACS and the CMG ACS are
capable of providing precision maneuvering in the face of small disturbance torques. In
all tests, disturbance torques adversely affected the overall performance. Because the
reaction wheels are uncoupled and independent of one another the disturbance torques
only impacts the performance of the axis which the torque is applied. For example an
X-axis disturbance has no significant impact on the Z-axis reaction wheel performance.
The CMGs, however, must work together as an array to generate the desired maneuver-
ing torque and counteract the disturbances. Because the CMG array must function as
a single unit, any disturbance torque prevents the CMG array from reaching the ideal
saturation state for a given maneuver because the CMGs array must also store suffi-
cient angular momentum to offset the disturbance torque. Additionally, the CMG ACS
appears to have better stability and a faster overall response, provided the CMG array
does not encounter a singularity. The reaction wheel ACS, by comparison, is slow and
shows indications of instability with the control settings tested, but does not suffer from
singularities.
4.6 CMG and Reaction Wheel Torque Test Results
CMG and reaction wheel torque testing was performed using the actuator config-
urations as the rest-to-rest maneuvers, listed in Table 4.2, with three different masses
placed 0.6 m from SimSat’s center of mass, based on placing the mass at 14.28 cm from
the edge of SimSat’s main deck plate, along the negative X-, Y-, and Z-axes:
1. 17.2 g - 0.101 N-m
2. 33.8 g - 0.199 N-m
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3. 42.6 g - 0.250 N-m
Additionally, a no load control test was conducted. All three reaction wheels displayed
similar behavior for all three masses, therefore only the X-axis results for the control
test, 17.2 g, and 42.6 g are presented in Section 4.6.1. The complete set of test results
are available in Appendix A1.5. The CMGs displayed similar behavior about both the
X- and Y-axes for all three masses, but different behavior for the two steering laws and
initial gimbal angles. Additionally, the CMGs had different behavior about the Z-axis.
The results for the X- and Z-axes tests are presented for the 17.2 g and 42.6 g tests for
the four steering law and initial gimbal angle combinations are presented in Section 4.6.2
with the remaining test results available in Appendix A1.5.
4.6.1 Reaction Wheel Torque Test Results. The results of the reaction wheel
no load control test are shown in Fig. 4.19 and indicated that a small disturbance torque
was acting on the vehicle in both the X- and Y-axes. This disturbance torque is most
likely the gravitational disturbance torque caused by a small misalignment between the
center of mass and the center of rotation. The net angular momentum accumulated
due to the disturbance torques is 5.84x10−2 N-m-s, indicating an average disturbance
torque of +1.20x10−3 N-m about the X-axis, -1.619x10−3 N-m about the Y-axis, and
+3.73x10−4 N-m about the Z-axis.
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Figure 4.19: Reaction Wheel Disturbance Control Test with 0 g
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The results of the X-axis torque test with 17.2 g for an estimated torque of -0.101 N-
m are shown in Fig. 4.20. The initial rotation rate in the X-axis is caused by the change
in controller settings from the fan/thruster, mode used to stabilize SimSat during the
test setup, and the reaction wheel mode. The disturbance seen during the test is caused
by the differing amount of integrated error required by the reaction wheels to provide
the nominal 0.101 N-m of torque compared to the amount of integrated error required
by the fan/thrusters. The initial disturbance is less than 3x10−3 rad/sec and is quickly
damped out. The X-axis reaction wheel reaches saturation about 29 seconds into the
test, indicated in Fig. 4.20(a) by SimSat acquiring a significant X-axis disturbance, and
shown in Fig. 4.20(a) by the reaction wheel rate maintaining a constant 314 rad/sec and
no longer applying torque. At saturation, the reaction wheel had accumulated 2.49 N-
m-s of angular momentum. The torque applied by the reaction wheel calculated using
the measured acceleration is -0.0883 N-m. Accounting for the disturbance torque the
applied torque should have been -0.0998 N-m, indicating an 11% error in the torque
generated by the reaction wheels compared to the torque applied. This difference could
be the combined result of SimSat’s center of mass shifting from that of the control test
which would alter the gravitational disturbance torque, as well as a potential error in
the location of the applied mass relative to the center of rotation due to imperfections
in the size of SimSat’s main deck plate.
Figure 4.21 shows the results of the X-axis test with 42.6 g for an estimated ap-
plied torque of -0.250 N-m. Accounting for disturbance torques, the applied torque
was -0.249 N-m. The 42.6 g test was limited to 10 seconds to prevent saturation and
ensure SimSat would not contact the pedestal and alter its center of mass due to the
impact. SimSat acquired a small rotational transient as the control system switched
from fan/thrusters to reaction wheels for stabilization. The torque applied by the reac-
tion wheel based on its angular acceleration was -0.226 N-m or approximate error of 9%
which is consistent with the previous test. The results for the X-axis test with 33.8 g,
and all the Y-axis and Z-axis tests yielded similar results.
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Figure 4.20: Reaction Wheel Disturbance Test X-axis with 17.2 g
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Figure 4.21: Reaction Wheel Disturbance Test X-axis with 42.6 g
4.6.2 CMG Torque Test Results. The no load control test for the CMG shown in
Fig. 4.22 was conducted using the Moore-Penrose Pseudoinverse Steering Law (MPPSL)
starting from δ̄0=[0,0,0,0]. All four gimbals deviated away from zero, storing an angular
momentum vector of [0.0119, -0.0041, -0.0106] N-m-s or a net angular momentum of
0.0164 N-m-s. There was no opportunity for saturation or singularities, therefore the no
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load test was not repeated using the alternate initial gimbal angles of δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
]
or the Generalized Inverse Steering Law (GISL).
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Figure 4.22: CMG Disturbance Control Test with 0 g
4.6.2.1 X-axis CMG Torque Test Results. Figure 4.23 shows the results of
the 17.2 g X-axis test using the MPPSL with an initial gimbal condition of δ̄0=[0,0,0,0].
The motion of SimSat indicated in Fig. 4.23 (a) and (b) show that the CMG array
stopped producing torque at 6.6 seconds. From Fig. 4.23(c) the angular momentum at
the singularity is [-0.5193, 0.0150, -0.0085] N-m-s or a magnitude of 0.5196 N-m-s, 37%
of the theoretical maximum angular momentum available in the X-direction. SimSat was
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unable to escape the singularity and the test was terminated after 11 seconds to prevent
SimSat from contacting the pedestal.
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Figure 4.23: CMG Disturbance Test, X-axis MPPSL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], 17.2 g
The X-axis 17.2 g test was repeated using the MPPSL with the initial gimbal angles
of δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], shown in Fig. 4.24. Unlike the earlier configuration, the CMG array
did not reach a singularity during the testing window and was therefore able to hold
SimSat within a 1/4◦of level, as seen in Fig. 4.24(a). Using the gimbal angles shown in
Fig. 4.24(c) the accumulated angular momentum was calculated to be [-1.2554, -0.1194,
-0.0249] N-m-s or a magnitude of 1.2613 N-m-s.
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Figure 4.24: CMG Disturbance Test, X-axis MPPSL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], 17.2 g
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The GISL test performed on the X-axis with 17.2g with initial gimbal angles of
δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], shown in Fig 4.25 encountered the same singularity as the MPPSL shown
in Fig. 4.23, but Fig. 4.25(a) shows an order of magnitude less deviation, equivalent to
1.06◦ of total deflection from the desired orientation at 7.8 seconds into the test before
recovering. The GISL was able to overcome the singularity by coupling in null motion to
move gimbals 2 and 4 away from their initial angles to generate more angular momentum
along the X-direction. For the set of initial conditions tested, the inclusion of null motion
improved the overall performance of the CMG array. At the end of the 15 second test,
the CMG array has accumulated [-1.3030, -0.0679, -0.0048] N-m-s or a magnitude of
1.3048 N-m-s.
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Figure 4.25: CMG Disturbance Test, X-axis GISL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], 17.2 g
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The final test with the 17.2 g applied mass was performed using the GISL algorithm
with a gimbal initial orientation of δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], shown in Fig. 4.26. As expected,
the GISL had very similar performance to the MPPSL because neither encountered any
singularities. The total angular momentum accumulated during this test was [-1.2608,
-0.1382, -0.0135] N-m-s or a magnitude of 1.2684 N-m-s.
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Figure 4.26: CMG Disturbance Test, X-axis GISL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], 17.2 g
The X-axis torque tests were repeated with a 42.6 g mass to force the CMG array
to saturation. As expected, the MPPSL with initial gimbal angles of δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], shown
in Figure 4.27, reached the same internal singularity in less 3 seconds from application of
the torque. The angular momentum accumulated when the singularity was encountered
is [-0.3954, 0.0369, -0.0196] N-m-s or a magnitude of 0.3976 N-m-s. SimSat was unable
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to escape the singularity and was physically stopped around 9 seconds into the test to
prevent contact with the pedestal which could alter the position of SimSat’s center of
mass.
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Figure 4.27: CMG Disturbance Test, X-axis MPPSL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], 42.6 g
The second test conducted with the 42.6 g mass was performed using the MPPSL
with initial gimbal angles of δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], shown in Fig. 4.28. As in the 17.2 g
test, the MPPSL performed much more effectively from δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
] than from
δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], and did not encounter any internal singularities. Figure 4.28 shows that
CMG array reached saturation at 7 seconds into the test, with an accumulated angular
momentum of [-1.4112, -0.0470, -0.0077] N-m-s or a magnitude of 1.4120 N-m-s.
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Figure 4.28: CMG Disturbance Test, X-axis MPPSL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], 42.6 g
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The GISL test performed with the 42.6 g mass and initial gimbal angles δ̄0=[0,0,0,0],
shown in Fig. 4.29, displayed similar behavior to the MPPSL with the same initial
angles shown in Fig 4.27 in that it encountered an internal singularity early in the test
and began to move away from the desired orientation. In the 17.2 g test case, shown
in Fig. 4.25, the GISL was able to use null motion to move around the singularity and
maintain enough torque to keep SimSat from moving away from the desired orientation
until the singularity had been passed. The null motion can be seen in Fig. 4.25(c) by the
movement of gimbals 2 and 4 starting 3 seconds into the test, allowing the CMG array
to produce some torque as the array moved around, rather than into the singularity.
Figure 4.29 shows that there was enough torque available to slow, but not stop the
rotation of SimSat about the X-axis. The angular momentum of the CMG array when it
encountered the internal singularity was [-0.5041, 0.0083, 0.0009] N-m-s or a magnitude
of 0.5042 N-m-s, and the angular momentum at saturation was [-1.3894, -0.0406, -0.0235]
N-m-s or a magnitude of 1.3902 N-m-s.
The final X-axis test was to apply a 42.6 g mass using the GISL with initial gimbal
angles of δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
]. The results are shown in Fig. 4.30. The movement of SimSat
away from the initial orientation seen in Figs. 4.30 (a) and (b) indicates that the CMG
array does not have sufficient torque to counteract the applied load and couple null
motion to avoid singularities. For the combination of δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
] and 42.6 g of
applied load, the addition of null motion reduced the performance of the CMG array
without any benefits. At saturation, the CMG array had accumulated [-1.4122, -0.0894,
-0.0183] N-m-s or a magnitude of 1.4152 N-m-s of angular momentum.
4.6.2.2 Z-axis CMG Torque Test Results. As with the X-axis tests, each
control law and initial gimbal angle condition were tested against three applied torques.
Figure 4.31 shows the results of the 17.2 g applied mass test with the MPPSL starting
with gimbal angles δ̄0=[0,0,0,0]. The CMG array encountered no singularities from the
start of the test through saturation 16 seconds into the test. At saturation, the CMG
array had accumulated [-0.0447, 0.0515, -1.4638] N-m-s or a magnitude of 1.4653 N-m-s.
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Figure 4.29: CMG Disturbance Test, X-axis GISL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], 42.6 g
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Figure 4.30: CMG Disturbance Test, X-axis GISL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], 42.6 g
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Figure 4.31: CMG Disturbance Test, Z-axis MPPSL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], 17.2 g
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The second Z-axis test at 17.2 g mass was performed using the MPPSL with the
initial gimbal angles δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
, shown in Fig. 4.32. Figures 4.32 (a) and (b) show
indications of an internal singularity about 10 seconds into the test when gimbals 2 and 4
passed through 0 rad. The system passed through the singularity and saturates at 16.75
seconds with an angular momentum of [-0.0303, -0.0314, -1.4678] N-m-s or a magnitude
of 1.4685 N-m-s.
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Figure 4.32: CMG Disturbance Test, Z-axis MPPSL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], 17.2 g
The 17.2 g Z-axis test using the GISL with initial gimbal angles δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], shown
in Fig. 4.33, has a response that is almost identical to the MPPSL. The responses are
identical because neither case encountered any singularities. The angular momentum at
saturation was [-0.0386, 0.0282, -1.4637] N-m-s or a magnitude of 1.4645 N-m-s.
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Figure 4.33: CMG Disturbance Test, Z-axis GISL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], 17.2 g
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The final Z-axis test performed with a 17.2 g load was with the GISL and initial
gimbal angles δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], shown in Fig. 4.34. As with the MPPSL staring with
δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], the GISL encountered a singularity almost immediately. Unlike the
X-axis GISL test with the δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], where SimSat avoids the singularity with min-
imal deviation, the GISL operating from δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
] was unable to maintain the
orientation as it approached and tried to avoid the singularity. The system reached sat-
uration at about 15 seconds into the test with an angular momentum of [-0.0422, 0.0024,
-1.2923] N-m-s or a magnitude of 1.2930 N-m-s.
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Figure 4.34: CMG Disturbance Test, Z-axis GISL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], 17.2 g
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The Z-axis tests were repeated with 42.6 g applied load, but showed no significant
deviation from their respective 17.2 g tests except for the reduced time required to reach
singularities or saturation. The results of these tests are in Appendix 1.5.2.
4.7 CMG Null Motion Test Results
As discussed in Section 3.7.8, the purpose of the null motion test was to characterize
the net discrepancies of the CMG array as a unit. As discussed in Section 2.4.1, null
motion should result in no change in the CMG array’s total angular momentum. Any
discrepancies in the CMG design will cause the CMG null motion gimbal movements
to change the angular momentum of the CMG array and impart an internal torque on
SimSat.
The null motion test was conducted using the reaction wheel ACS to counteract
disturbance torques and measure the change in angular momentum of the CMG array.
Prior to the null motion experiment, the disturbance torques were measured using the
reaction wheel ACS to provide a calibration measurement. Because SimSat remained
stationary to within ±0.5◦ from the start of calibration through the completion of the
null motion test the center of mass was assumed to remain constant, allowing for the
gravity disturbance torque removed from the null motion test. Figure 4.35 shows the
null motion behavior, with Fig 4.35(c) showing the angular momentum accumulated by
the reaction wheels after correcting for the disturbance torques measured during the
calibration. Figures providing the raw measurements from the null motion test are in
Appendix A1.6. From Fig. 4.35(c), it is clear that the null motion does not perfectly
maintain zero net angular momentum. There are several potential sources of error:
• Unequal angular momentum in each CMG rotor
– The 1.17% difference between the rotor with the largest MOI and the smallest
MOI
– The potential ±10 rpm (0.4%) difference in rotor speeds based on the accuracy
of the Cole-Parmer 8210 photo-tachometer
• Unequal angular momenta of the CMG gimbal assemblies
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Figure 4.35: Null Motion Test
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• Gravitational torques caused by the CMG gimbal assembly’s center of mass not
being aligned with the center of rotation
• Gravitational torques caused by the CMG array moving on its vibration mounts
• Static misalignment of the CMG gimbal axes
• Dynamic misalignment of the CMG gimbal axes due to structural flexing
• External disturbance torques not accounted for in the calibration such as airflow
in the room
• Instability in the reaction wheel controller affecting the measurements
The saturation momentum of the CMG array is approximately ±1.47 N-m-s about the Z-
axis or ±1.42 N-m-s about the X- and Y-axes. The total error in null motion is bounded
in all three directions by 0.025 N-m-s for a total magnitude of 0.043 N-m-s or 3% of the
total momentum available in the X- and Y-directions.
4.8 CMG Torque Multiplication Test Results
One of the major advantages of CMGs is that they multiply the motor input torque
and thus allow a small input torque to provide a high output torque. The purpose of
the CMG torque multiplication test, described in Section 3.7.9, was to measure the
internal torques acting on the vehicle and estimate the theoretical and actual torque
multiplication of SimSat’s CMG array.
The torque multiplication test used the reaction wheel ACS as the torque sensor
to measure the torque generated by the CMGs with and without the rotors enabled. As
with the null motion test, a calibration measurement was taken prior to measuring the
CMG torques to measure and account for the disturbance torques. Figures providing the
raw measurements from the torque multiplication test are in Appendix A1.7. Figure 4.36
shows the response to actuating only the gimbals. In theory, only a Z-axis change in
momentum should be measured; however, a disturbance torques about the X- and Y-
axes was measured during the gimbal test that was not present in the calibration test.
These disturbance torques were likely the result of imbalance in the gimbals, flexure in the
gimbal assembly, and airflow in the room. The torque effect of the gimbals was calculated
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Figure 4.36: Gimbal Torque Effect, Rotors Disabled
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Figure 4.37: CMG Torque Effect, Rotors Enabled
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by applying a first-order fit to the change in the Z-axis angular momentum in the 0.5
seconds after the gimbals actuated, then correcting for the geometry and cancellation.
The net torque effect produced by a single gimbal was estimated to be 7.420x10−4 N-m
for a 0 to 0.15 rad/sec gimbal rate command. Figure 4.36(b), shows that the gimbal
movement alone imparts almost no torque on SimSat and is nearly undetectable with
the disturbance torques. The gimbals stop applying torque to the vehicle once they reach
a steady state speed of 0.15 rad/sec; however, motor torque is still required to overcome
losses in the gimbal bearings.
The torque produced by the CMG array at 0.15 rad/sec gimbal rate was measured
in the same manner. Accounting for geometry, the total torque produced by a single
gimbal at 0.15 rad/sec was measured to be 0.06744 N-m. The expected value for the
torque produced by the CMG at 0.15 rad/sec is 0.0675 N-m based on the CMG array
geometry, rotor angular momentum of 0.45 N-m-s, and gimbal rate of 0.15 rad/sec. The
difference between the expected torque and the measured torque of the CMG array
is 0.09%. Figure 4.37(b) shows that the CMG torques are significantly larger than
the disturbances. Comparing the CMG torque to the gimbal torque yields a torque
multiplication factor of about 90.9.
It is important to note that the actual torque required to rotate the gimbal is dom-
inated by bearing friction and transmission losses which were not measured using this
method. The actual gimbal torque can be estimated using the motor’s ‘torque constant,’
which relates torque to current draw and is an average value for the motor, and the
current draw. The EC-MAX-30 motor has a torque constant of 35.9 mN-m/A and an
average current draw of per motor 75 mA when operating at 0.15 rad/sec resulting in
an estimated torque of 2.7x10−3 N-m. Using the electrical estimate, the torque multi-
plication factor is 25, indicating that the vast majority of the torque required to rotate
the gimbals is lost to friction in the transmission and bearings, which is acceptable on
SimSat.
As a comparison, the total current draw of the CMG rotors while operating is
0.7 A continuous draw measured when operating on ground power. At 0.22 N-m of
torque, the gimbal motors each require 0.075 A of power to operate, for a total CMG
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power consumption of 1 A. The Z-axis reaction wheel consumes 7.4 A continuous current
and has a transient draw of nearly 12 A when generating the same amount of torque.
4.9 Summary
Chapter IV presented the results and analysis of the system verification and perfor-
mance tests. The system verification tests were conducted to validate that the reaction
wheels and CMG array are performing to design. There are two exceptions; first, the
reaction wheel actuators have a small but significant phase lag in the velocity controller,
and second, the reaction wheel angular rate saturation limits are limited by the electri-
cal current available. Methods for addressing both issues are presented in Section 5.2.1.
All of the verification tests performed on the CMG array indicate that it is perform-
ing within expectations, to include having minimal deviation from null motion and a
reasonable torque multiplication effect.
The performance testing shows that SimSat is capable of meeting the stated per-
formance specifications, and the results indicate that the PID controller gains need to
be tuned to meet the desired slew maneuver performance specifications. Additionally,
integrator windup within the PID caused measurable performance issues with respect
to the settling time specifications. The disturbance torque rejection tests demonstrated
that both the reaction wheels and CMGs could address disturbance torques up to their
control limit. The disturbance torque tests also demonstrated some of the complexi-
ties associated with CMGs due to singularities and the impact of not having singularity
avoidance steering laws.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1 Conclusions
The primary objectives of this research effort were to design and build a CMG array
for AFIT’s SimSat, integrate it with the existing ACS, and validate the performance of
the ACS using the CMG array against the requirements listed in Section 1.2. The
secondary objectives were to improve the existing reaction wheel ACS subsystems by
addressing known issues with system timing, increase angular momentum storage, and
provide protection against electrical feedback. The final result of this research is an
operational satellite simulator equipped with fan/thruster simulators, reaction wheels,
and a 4-unit pyramid array of single gimbal CMGs that can function in concert with
one another to provide attitude control. The thesis addresses the system dynamics,
hardware/software interfaces and performance characteristics of SimSat in its current
configuration. This document also covers the problem solving process used to address
known problems, the design process for developing new hardware, and the methodologies
for construction and testing.
The research methodology was developed to address the primary and secondary ob-
jectives in tandem whenever possible. The most notable secondary objectives addressed
early in the research were the actuator timing issues, which have adversely affected the
second generation SimSat since it was first declared initial operating capable.[21, 34] The
complexity inherent in operating CMGs demanded that the timing problem be solved
to ensure SimSat could operate the CMG array once it was ready. The timing issues
were solved by altering the actuator communications protocols and adding a TDMA
communications scheme.
Concurrent with addressing the timing issues, research on the mechanics, dynam-
ics, configurations, and behaviors of CMG arrays was conducted to determine the system
level requirements and establish a tradespace for the CMG arrays. After narrowing down
the options, the pyramidal CMG array configuration was selected because of its uniform
momentum envelope and physical arrangement which worked well with physical con-
straints imposed by SimSat’s existing design. Next, the critical parameters of the CMG
system were scaled to meet system requirements and constraints. These design param-
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eters were used to select of commercial components and design the CMG rotor. The
remaining elements of the CMG array were then designed around the pyramidal config-
uration, rotor design, and commercial hardware. Finally, SimSat was fully disassembled
and hardware was relocated to provide space for the CMG array. Addressing the reaction
wheel electrical issues was handled as part of the rebuild process.
The installation of CMGs required that significant modifications be made to the
Simulink control program. This was used as an opportunity to implement solutions to
the actuator timing issues and address the known singularities in the existing control
logic. A full rebuild of the code was completed, using the best elements of previous re-
search addressing as many of the known problems as possible. The control program was
then used to conduct verification and validation tests on the new reaction wheels and
CMG array. The control program was also used to measure SimSat’s mass properties.
Included in this testing was verification of properties that are unique to CMG arrays,
specifically null motion behaviors and torque multiplication effects. This initial testing
verified that the CMG array was functioning as designed and the reaction wheels were
functional but have torque output and momentum storage below the design specifica-
tions. Recommendations for addressing the reaction wheel issues in Section 5.2.1.
The ACS was then tested using both the reaction wheels and CMGs against the
performance specifications listed in Section 1.2. Both systems demonstrated the ability to
maintain a fixed attitude to within ±0.01◦ while rejecting nominal disturbance torques.
The reaction wheel and CMG ACSs were also able to meet the accuracy requirements of
rest-to-rest maneuvers of 10◦ about the X- and Y-axes, and a 30◦ maneuver about the
Z-axis. Neither ACS system was able to meet the settling time requirement for rest-to-
rest maneuvering with the controller settings currently in use. Based on the rise time
time of ACS configurations, addressing the settling time should be matter of adjusting
the PID gains to the appropriate level and mitigating the effects of integrator windup
and nonlinear control saturation. Addressing integrator windup is discussed later in
Section 5.2.2.
The ACS was also tested against applied disturbance torques, and it was during
this testing that the complexities of CMGs became readily apparent. The reaction wheels
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on SimSat work independently to each provide a specific, decoupled component of the
control torque. The CMG must operate together as a unified array to produce the desired
control torque, but due to geometry are restricted from moving in certain directions.
The disturbance torque testing of the Moore-Penrose Pseudoinverse Steering Law and
Generalized Inverse Steering Law demonstrated the effects of steering law decisions on
CMG performance. It was clear that each steering law has advantages and disadvantages.
These tests also demonstrated that singularities were dependent not only on the static
configuration of the gimbals, but the dynamic gimbal angles. Applying the same torque
with the same steering law and starting from zero net angular momentum, but with a
different set of gimbal angles, resulted in vastly different behavior for both steering laws.
The complexity of CMGs is offset by the advantages they offer, specifically high torque
and/or large angular momentum storage for a reasonable amount of size and electrical
power. The testing of SimSat’s CMG array demonstrates the potential advantages of
CMG, if the issues related to singularities can be addressed.
In conclusion, the hardware and software developed in this thesis research has
improved AFIT’s satellite simulator by addressing many known deficiencies, improving
the existing hardware and software, and providing a new type of actuator for attitude
control experimentation. Overall, this research and the hardware it produced provides
AFIT with a unique capability to perform future research in the field of spacecraft
attitude control.
5.2 Recommendations for Future Development
Below are the areas of improvement for SimSat and suggested areas of research
that SimSat can support.
5.2.1 Vehicle Hardware Improvements. The CMG array built for SimSat in
this research is operating at just under 45% capability because the CMG rotor motors
are only commanded to 4.5 V, rather than their full 10 V range. Because the MicroAu-
toBox’s DAC can only produce 4.5 V, a signal amplifier should be designed to map the
MicroAutoBox’s 0-4.5 V signal to a 0-10 V range. The addition of a signal amplifier
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would allow the MicroAutoBox to command the rotor motors to their full speed range
specified as 6000 rpm no load speed. Correcting for the bearing loads, the rotor’s max-
imum angular rate should should be 5800rpm or better, increasing angular momentum
storage of the each CMG from 0.45 N-m-s to 1.00 N-m-s. Increasing the angular momen-
tum of the rotors will also increase the torque multiplication factor, allowing for reduced
gimbal rates for the same torque, or higher torque for the same gimbal rates provided
the controller saturation limits are relaxed.
The combination of the current limiting resistor circuit and the 20 cm reaction
wheels has created a situation where the EPOS motor controller can attempt to draw
current in excess of the 13.7 A available. When the EPOS attempts to draw more
current than available, a low voltage fault occurs and the EPOS must be reset. As noted
in Section 3.7.2, the electrical current limit is restricting the EPOS controller gains which
in turn limits the ability of the EPOS to track velocity inputs and creates a phase lag
in the velocity controller. The electrical current limitation also restricts the saturation
envelope of the reaction wheels. Increasing the current limit can be done by decreasing
the resistance of the current limiting resistor array. The batteries have a nominal current
limit of 30 A and operate at up to 42 V when fully charged. A minimum of 5 A should be
reserved for the SimSat’s computers, therefore the current limit for the reaction wheels
should be no higher than 25 A, giving a resistor value of 1.6 Ω with the appropriate heat
dissipation.
SimSat is not a rigid body and as a result its center of mass shifts during operation
as wiring and components flex, moving the center of mass away from the center of rotation
and causing a gravity disturbance torque. The gravity disturbance torque was by far the
most significant source of uncertainty and adversely affected every experiment. The
original goal was to adjust SimSat’s center of mass location to provide neutral stability;
however, eliminating wire movement and structural flexing proved to be impossible in
practice, therefore an alternate solution is required. One option is use a set of active
counterweights to keep the center of mass coincident with the center of rotation and
counteract any flexing. Care must be taken in the design of the counterweights to ensure
that their motion does not create additional disturbance torques.
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SimSat’s reaction wheels are exposed to the air resulting in significant drag when
the wheels approach saturation. The resulting airflow around the wheel imparts a distur-
bance torque on the vehicle, which must be counteracted by increasing the wheel speed.
A housing around the reaction wheels should be designed that evenly distributes the
airflow minimize the disturbance torque.
The extension of SimSat’s fan/thrusters to clear the reaction wheels decreased
the stiffness of their mounting hardware, allowing the fans to vibrate during operation.
Additionally, the fan shrouds are not rigid and would twist during operation which
ultimately changes the direction of the torque produced by the fans/thrusters. Both of
these issues should be addressed if the fan/thrusters are to be used for precision control.
SimSat’s attitude determination system is limited to only the LN-200 IMU and is
unable to independently determine its attitude in inertial space. The lack of external
references requires the operator to manually align SimSat before most tests. Addition-
ally, the LN-200, like all strap down inertial platforms, drifts over time as sensor and
timing errors accumulate, limiting the length of experiments. Adding external reference
sensors, such as star tracker, would address both issues and allow SimSat to indepen-
dently determine and maintain its orientation within the laboratory for extended periods
of time.
On several occasions, SimSat’s batteries died without warning, resulting in data
loss, including the control program, and risking damage to the on-board electronics. The
time required to fully discharge the battery is dependent motor operation, and varies from
experiment to experiment. The lithium-polymer battery packs that power SimSat have
an approximately linear relationship between voltage and capacity from 42 V when fully
charged to 34 V when nearly discharged. A battery monitoring circuit should be installed
that interfaces with the inputs on the MicroAutoBox to warn the operator and prevent
data loss.
Finally, if the CMG’s performance envelope requires further expansion, replacing
the current rotors with a denser material would be the easiest approach. Tungsten-copper
alloys offer up to twice the density of stainless steel, are machinable, and can tolerate the
stress causes by high angular rates. By comparison, the rotor motors currently installed
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are the highest speed motors that Maxon makes for the torque and power requirements
of SimSat’s CMG.
5.2.2 Vehicle Software Improvements. SimSat’s attitude determination sub-
system operates using the LN-200’s measurements with minimal filtering and accepts
a significant amount of noise and does not account for the vehicle dynamics. As a re-
sult, there are often measurement spikes, what McFarland referred to as “isolated gyro
corruption” where the LN-200 would indicate and angular velocity change far in excess
SimSat’s capabilities. One specific consequence of the signal noise is accelerated mea-
surement drift. A state estimation algorithm that accounts for the SimSat’s dynamics
and control inputs, such as the Kalman filter, would address the noise and improve the
overall accuracy of the ACS. A Kalman filter may also be useful in limiting the noise
measured in the CMG gimbal rate measurement, although the gimbal rate measurement
noise did not present significant issue in this research.[36]
There are several deficiencies in the linearized PID control that should be addressed
in future research. The first is the nonlinear effects of control saturation and integrator
windup. The saturation limited integrator used in this research mitigated, but did not
eliminate the adverse impacts of windup. An alternative that showed promise in simu-
lation was a hybrid PD-PID control algorithm, where the integrator component is only
enabled if the absolute error signal is less than the controller saturation limit divided
by KP . The hybrid PD-PID controller should provide the steady-state performance of
a PID controller but have a rise and settling time behavior much closer to a PD con-
trol. Additionally, the gains currently used in the controller were tuned in an ad-hoc
manner and are not optimal and should be addressed for future research. Finally, the
PID algorithm lacks a body rate control mode and can only perform position hold and
rest-to-rest maneuvers. A rate control mode would be useful for demonstrating vehicle
dynamics and analyzing cross coupling behaviors related to rotation about non-principal
axes.
The reaction wheel and CMG actuators have a finite momentum storage and re-
quire periodic momentum dumping. The fan/thruster system was successfully used for
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manual momentum dumping, and an automatic momentum dumping algorithm was in-
corporated in the Simulink program used prior to the installation of the CMGs. Changes
to the reaction wheel command algorithms prevented the existing momentum dumping
algorithm from being ported to the current program. A new algorithm for momen-
tum dumping for the reaction wheels and CMGs should be developed to allow for long
duration experiments.
Matlab Simulink and the dSpace toolboxes are all significantly out of date,
which limited the ability to develop and validate simulations and algorithms without
working directly on SimSat. Ideally, SimSat’s system dynamic could be built in a
Simulink model for development on other computers, and then the control elements
copied over to SimSat for hardware-in-the-loop testing. Currently, porting models from
Simulink R2010 (current version) to Simulink 6.2 (SimSat version) requires rebuilding
the model by hand, rather than simply copying the blocks from one model to another.
Additionally, the most recent versions of Matlab and Simulink have improved de-
velopment environments which reduce the time and effort required to develop control
programs. If SimSat is to support multiple simultaneous research efforts, then the issue
of Simulink compatibility must be addressed.
5.2.3 Research Areas. The tests used to measure SimSat’s MOI met with
mixed success due to disturbance torques and the false assumption that the X-,Y-, and
Z-axes were the principal axes. Experimental results indicate that the products of inertia
are not zero and can not be ignored. One solution is to attempt to relocate components
and re-balance SimSat. Another option is to accept that the defined axes are not the
principal axes and determine the full MOI matrix for the currently defined body axes.
The full MOI matrix could then be incorporated into the nonlinear correction subroutine
to minimize the impact of the products of inertia on the system behavior.
The CMG array’s vibration isolation system was not tested or tuned during this
research. The vibrations generated by the CMG array were not large enough to interfere
with the LN-200, but should still be characterized in order to fully validate SimSat.
The vibration isolators were designed to be adjustable, and a full vibration analysis
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should be performed to determine the appropriate polyurethane bushing and compression
combination that minimize vibration transfer to the vehicle.
The fan/thruster subsystem was not accurately re-calibrated to account for the
change in moment arm caused by their relocation. Additionally, previous efforts by
McFarland met with mixed success.[21] The reaction wheel subsystem was successfully
used to estimate CMG gimbal torques on SimSat by having the reaction wheel ACS
maintain position while the gimbals provided a ‘disturbance’ torque. The same tech-
nique should be applicable in mapping a more accurate torque-to-RPM curve for the
fans/thrusters. The addition of a rate control mode to the linearized controller would
allow the fan/thruster mapping to include both static and dynamic thrust.
Finally, the primary goal of this research was to provide a hardware-in-the-loop
platform for attitude control experiments with CMGs. The next logical step is to im-
plement additional steering laws on SimSat, such as real-time optimal control or hybrid
control/steering laws, to validate their behavior on real hardware. Other research oppor-
tunities include studying the effects unequal or unsteady control lag on CMG stability
and study the performance and behavior of unequal momentum CMG configurations.
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Appendix A. Supplemental Results Figures
Appendix A contains supplemental results from the tests presented in Chapter IV.
1.1 Reaction Wheel Calibration Results
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Figure A.1: Reaction Wheel Calibration Response -0.25 N-m Commanded Torque
1.2 Vehicle MOI
No additional figures.
1.3 CMG Gimbal Calibration
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Figure A.2: Gimbal Motor Calibration Tests
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1.4 CMG and Reaction Wheel Rest-to-Rest Test Results
1.4.1 Reaction Wheel Rest-to-Rest Test Results.
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Figure A.3: Reaction Wheel 10◦ Y-axis Slew
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Figure A.4: Reaction Wheel -10◦ X-axis Slew
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Figure A.5: Reaction Wheel -10◦ Y-axis Slew
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Figure A.6: Reaction Wheel -30◦ Z-axis Slew
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1.4.2 CMG Rest-to-Rest Test Results.
1.4.2.1 Y-axis Positive Tests.
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Figure A.7: CMG 10◦ Y-axis Slew, MPPSL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0]
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Figure A.8: CMG 10◦ Y-axis Slew, MPPSL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
]
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Figure A.9: CMG 10◦ Y-axis Slew, GISL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0]
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Figure A.10: CMG 10◦ Y-axis Slew, GISL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
]
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1.4.2.2 X-axis Negative Tests.
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Figure A.11: CMG -10◦ X-axis Slew, MPPSL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0]
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Figure A.12: CMG -10◦ X-axis Slew, MPPSL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
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Figure A.13: CMG -10◦ X-axis Slew, GISL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0]
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Figure A.14: CMG -10◦ X-axis Slew, GISL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
]
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1.4.2.3 Y-axis Negative Tests.
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Figure A.15: CMG -10◦ Y-axis Slew, MPPSL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0]
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Figure A.16: CMG -10◦ Y-axis Slew, MPPSL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
]
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Figure A.17: CMG -10◦ Y-axis Slew, GISL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0]
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Figure A.18: CMG -10◦ Y-axis Slew, GISL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
]
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1.4.2.4 Z-axis Negative Tests.
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Figure A.19: CMG -30◦ Z-axis Slew, MPPSL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0]
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Figure A.20: CMG -30◦ Z-axis Slew, MPPSL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
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2
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Figure A.21: CMG -30◦ Z-axis Slew, GISL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0]
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Figure A.22: CMG -30◦ Z-axis Slew, GISL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
]
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1.5 CMG and Reaction Wheel Torque Test Results
1.5.1 Reaction Wheel Torque Test Results.
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Figure A.23: Reaction Wheel Disturbance Test X-axis with 33.8 g
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Figure A.24: Reaction Wheel Disturbance Test Y-axis with 17.2 g
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Figure A.25: Reaction Wheel Disturbance Test Y-axis with 33.8 g
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Figure A.26: Reaction Wheel Disturbance Test Y-axis with 42.6 g
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Figure A.27: Reaction Wheel Disturbance Test Z-axis with 17.2 g
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Figure A.28: Reaction Wheel Disturbance Test Z-axis with 33.8 g
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Figure A.29: Reaction Wheel Disturbance Test Z-axis with 42.6 g
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1.5.2 CMG Torque Test Results.
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Figure A.30: CMG Disturbance Test, X-axis MPPSL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], 33.8 g
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Figure A.31: CMG Disturbance Test, X-axis MPPSL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
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], 33.8 g
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Figure A.32: CMG Disturbance Test, X-axis GISL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], 33.8 g
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Figure A.33: CMG Disturbance Test, X-axis GISL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], 33.8 g
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Figure A.34: CMG Disturbance Test, Z-axis MPPSL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], 33.8 g
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Figure A.35: CMG Disturbance Test, Z-axis MPPSL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], 33.8 g
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Figure A.36: CMG Disturbance Test, Z-axis GISL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], 33.8 g
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Figure A.37: CMG Disturbance Test, Z-axis GISL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], 33.8 g
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Figure A.38: CMG Disturbance Test, Y-axis MPPSL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], 17.2 g
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Figure A.39: CMG Disturbance Test, Y-axis MPPSL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], 17.2 g
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Figure A.40: CMG Disturbance Test, Y-axis GISL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], 17.2 g
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Figure A.41: CMG Disturbance Test, Y-axis GISL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], 17.2 g
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Figure A.42: CMG Disturbance Test, Y-axis MPPSL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], 33.8 g
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Figure A.43: CMG Disturbance Test, Y-axis MPPSL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], 33.8 g
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Figure A.44: CMG Disturbance Test, Y-axis GISL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], 33.8 g
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Figure A.45: CMG Disturbance Test, Y-axis GISL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], 33.8 g
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Figure A.46: CMG Disturbance Test, Y-axis MPPSL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], 42.6 g
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Figure A.47: CMG Disturbance Test, Y-axis MPPSL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], 42.6 g
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Figure A.48: CMG Disturbance Test, Y-axis GISL, δ̄0=[0,0,0,0], 42.6 g
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Figure A.49: CMG Disturbance Test, Y-axis GISL, δ̄0=[
π
2
,−π
2
,π
2
,−π
2
], 42.6 g
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1.6 CMG Null Motion Test Results
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Figure A.50: Null Motion Reaction Wheel Measurements
1.7 CMG Torque Multiplication Test Results
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Figure A.51: Torque Multiplication Reaction Wheel Measurements
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Appendix B. SimSat Operating Manual
This appendix provides instructions, information, and tips for operating Simsat including
the Simulink and Matlab mLib programs developed for the experiments conducted
during this research.
2.1 RTICAN Blockset in Simulink
This section will outline how to build CANOpen blocks using the RTICAN blockset.
The EPOS Firmware and Baumer Firmware documents provide the CANOpen object
library address and format for the communications, and should be reviewed prior to
altering the CANOpen blocks or adding new blocks.
Data is placed on the CAN bus using the CAN Write block. This block can be
found in the RTICAN blockset within the simulink browser. Once added to the program,
the configuration can be accessed by double-clicking the block. Figure 1(a) shows the
first configuration page, the message tab. The message format type should be ‘STD’,
and the node ID specified in hexadecimal based on the communications type and node
number. As an example, SDO write messages are addressed to hexadecimal 0x600 +
NodeID, therefore an SDO message to Node 4 would be addressed to 0x604, while a
message to node (decimal) 21 would be addressed 0x615.
Tab 2, the message composition tab, is used to configure the message format. CAN
messages can carry up to 64 bits of data for a single message. Messages are formatted
based on the data to be placed on the bus. For example the SDO message format is:
1. Command Byte - 8 bits
2. Object Library Index - 16 bits
3. Object Library Subindex - 8 bits
4. Data Field - 32 bits
Figure 1(b) shows the standard SDO configuration. Each data item requires specifying
signal information. Start bit is calculated based on the previous number of allocated
bits and calculated using zero indexing. Signal length is the number of bits for that
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item, typically 8, 16, or 32 bits corresponding to 1, 2, or 4 bytes, respectively. Signal
type should be ‘Standard.’ For SDO messages, data type should be specified as unsigned
integers. For PDO messages, data type should be specified based on the data used,
most commonly signed or unsigned integers. Multi-byte items, such as the Data Field or
Object Library Index should have byte layout specified as ‘Little endian’ to match the
CANOpen protocol. PDO messages are configured in a similar manner, but matching the
PDO message format used. As an example, the default PDO for the fan actuators is two
signed integer velocities, therefore the message format is two 32 bit signed integers. The
EPOS and Baumer Firmware documents list the specific message format information.
The remaining tabs contain addition configuration options, such as message trig-
gering and timing controls. Consult the RTICAN Blockset help file for additional infor-
mation.
(a) Message Tab 1 (b) Message Composition Tab 2
Figure B.1: RTICAN Write Block
CANOpen reads are performed using the RTICAN read block, available in the
RTICAN library. CANOpen reads are configured in the same way as RTICAN write
block by specifying the node address in hexadecimal and configuring the message format.
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Lastly, remote transmission request (RTR) messages are sent using the RTICAN
request message (RQ) block, not the RTICAN write block. RTRs are addressed to the
same node ID as the PDO they trigger. The RTICAN RQ configuration is similar to
the read and write blocks. Figure B.2 shows the RTR message for PDO #1 of node 1
addressed as 0x180 for PDO #1 plus 0x001 for node 1.
Figure B.2: RTICAN Request Message Block
2.2 Simulink Tips
Consult the dSpace RTI manuals for explicit instructions on what can, and cannot
be include in the simulink real-time programs for the MicroAutoBox. Known items that
cannot be included are:
1. Matlab specific programs or functions such as null()
2. Matlab *.mex compiled programs
3. Matlab user defined functions and scripts.
Most of these capabilities can be provided in Simulink using the available blocksets. Im-
portantly, the Signal Processing Blockset and Aerospace Blockset contain several matrix
processing algorithms that are useful when developing control laws.
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One way to significantly reduce compile time and provide code reuse is to build
reusable subroutines or converting duplicate subroutines to a ‘single’ reusable subroutine.
Known items that are not allowed inside reusable subroutines are:
1. S-functions (consult dSpace RTI manuals for more information)
2. RTICAN communications blocks
3. Triggered subroutines
4. Enabled subroutines.
One important caveat is that both triggered and enabled subroutines can be converted
into reusable subroutines, but they may not contain any triggered or enabled subroutines.
To convert a subroutine into a reusable subroutine:
1. Right-click on the subroutine block
2. Select ‘Subsystem Parameters...’
3. The Subsystem configuration screen should open (Fig B.3)
4. Select ‘Treat as atomic unit’ checkbox
5. For the ‘RTW system code:’ pull-down select ‘Reusable Function’
6. For the ‘RTW function name options:’ pull-down select ‘User specified’
7. For ‘RTW function name:’ provide a C-code compatible name. Do not use the
exact same name as the subroutine
8. For ‘RTW file name options:’ pull-down select ‘Use function name’
After generating the first subroutine, simply copy and paste to create additional
versions. Do not nest reusable subroutines within themselves. Additionally, if changes
are required to a reusable subroutine, modify only one. The delete the old versions and
replace them with copies of the updated version to prevent Simulink from detecting
multiple versions with the same file name.
Finally, remember that all variables and blocks within Simulink are accessed in
ControlDesk and mLib by their label under their block. There are several key exceptions.
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Figure B.3: Subsystem Parameters
First, ‘Data Stores’ can be accessed via their Data Store name (in block name), and via
their label. The label controls the initial condition, while the Data Store name is the
actual data. The other exception are subsystem in-ports and out-ports do not always
appear in ControlDesk and mLib as they will be in-lined by the compiler for efficiency.
2.3 mLib Tips
The mLib functions are used to access the MicroAutoBox through Matlab rather
than using the ControlDesk interface. The dSpace ControlDesk help file contains in-
structions on using mLib, this section will outline some tips and undocumented features.
The first step to any mLib program is to select the operating board. On SimSat,
the command is “mlib(‘SelectBoard’,‘DS1401’);” and is only required for the first mLib
program that is run; however, multiple function calls will not cause a problem.
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The next step is to configure the variables for mLib to access. The first step is to
generate a column (use “;” not “,”) structure (use “{ and }” not “
and
”) of names for the variables. The easiest way to populate this structure is to copy-paste
from ControlDesk, which is done by selecting the variable from ControlDesk’s item,
shown in Fig B.4, and pressing ‘Ctrl-C’ to copy the variable string. Note that there is
no pull-down menu option for this. Once the field has been copied, return to Matlab
and paste the variable string. I suggest building at least two variable structures with
one specifically for data capture.
Figure B.4: Control Desk Variable Selection
After building the variable list structures, the variables must be referenced for
access via mLib using the ‘GetTrcVar’ mLib command. Do not use the same variable
name as the list. The command “controlVar = mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,controlName);” creates
the variable structure ‘controlVar’ to match the variable names specified in ‘controlName’
which is the naming convention I used.
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Once the variables are setup, reading data from the MicroAutoBox is done using
the command “data = mlib(‘Read’,controlVarx)” where ‘x’ corresponds to the variable
in the list to be read. The information will be returned to ‘data’ with the format specified
by the Simulink Model (scalar, row vector, column vector, matrix). If more than one item
is selected, then mLib will return a structure with the contents matching the Simulink
Model.
Writing to variables is slightly more complicated. Writing to a single variable is
performed using the command “mlib(‘Write’,controlVarx,‘Data’,[1,2,3])” where ‘x’ spec-
ifies the single entry to write to, and ‘[1,2,3]’ is the data to be written. In this example,
the specified variable is a 1x3 row vector. If you do not match the dimensions, mLib
will throw an error during execution. In order to write multiple variables, mLib requires
a data structure. For example “mlib(‘Write’,controlVar1,2,‘Data’,1,[2;3;4])” where ‘con-
trolVar1’ accepts a scalar, and ‘controlVar2’ accepts a 3x1 column vector. If the structure
and variable dimensions do not match then mLib will throw an error message.
Capturing data using mLib requires the use of the ‘Set’ command. There are several
options for configuring data captures which are covered in the ControlDesk help file, so I
will focus on tips. First, it is significantly easier to specify capture variables as their own
variable list, rather than trying to select from a master list of variables. Next, remember
that time ‘runs right’ and variables ‘run down’ per the capture list, with the first row
as the time stamp if ‘TimeStamping’ is enabled. The length of the capture will be the
number of samples times ‘DownSampling’ times step size of 1 ms. Capture progress/s-
tatus can be monitored using the “mLib(‘CaptureStatus’)” and “mLib(’TriggerStatus’)”
for triggered captures.
Finally, while the “pause(x)” command will pause Matlab execution for a given
time, a better option is to reference the MicroAutoBox clock using mLib read the clock
signal. This will ensure that Matlab remains synchronized.
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